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This Week...

DUI sentences are nothing but
a slap on the writst
p.8
n 1993, while on his way to a
show in his home state of Flori
da with his wife Dawn, Criss
Oliva was hit and killed by a
[ drunk driver who had crossed
the dividing line and struck
them head on.
UOP enjoys hangin' with Mr.
Curry at Homecoming
p.12
On Sat., Oct 21 comedian
Mark Curry graced the Faye
I Spanos Concert Hall stage with
almost two hours of a non-stop
gut-busting performance that
left mouthsaching from laughting so long.

Operation
|Pacific
p.12
Each passing weekend
Ibrings Pacific another step
[closer to realizing that goal,
land this last weekend saw the
[Tigers face yet another major
[hurdle standing in their way.
[That hurdle came in the form
lofUC Santa Barbara, the last
[team to beat Pacific before
[they began their current six
[match winning-streak that the
[Tigers took 18 games to zero.

ATHER
Scattered t-storms with a
[high of 72 and a low of 48
Saturday
Showers with a high of 70
and a low of 48
Sunday
partly Cloudy with a high of
168 and low of 44

w

Thunder Storms
Hi: 74 Low: 51

Homecoming responsible for lift of spirit
Greek Week major component of annual festivities
ANGELA SCHENONE

Staff Writer

The sun was shining, the
leaves were falling, and chant
ing could be heard from every
corner of campus, which
meant that Greek Week was
about to get underway here at
UOP. Greek Week, starting last
Monday, essentially kicked off
the Homecoming festivities at
UOP with all of the sororities
and fraternities participating
in many spirited events.
Monday was the unveiling
of the murals that were paint
ed in the McCaffery Center.
Each mural had to be unique
and represent not just one
house but also every house on
campus. Delta Gamma won
first place with Kappa Alpha
Theta and Alpha Phi close be
hind for the sororities. Pike
and Archania tied for first for
the fraternities with the other
houses close behind.
On Tuesday, each house
took part in a tug-of-war com
petition and an obstacle
course. In the tug-of-war com
petition, there were some
matches easily won while oth
ers were a bit rough. After sev
..mi
eral different ...
matches and a

The women of Alpha Phi finish a spirited routine in the lip synccompetition during Greek Week.

couple of blistered hands, Phi ing, some contestants had a
Delta Theta and Delta Gamma hard time swallowing that
combination at once. The
emerged victorious.
Later that day came the ob sorority race was especially
stacle course. The obstacle close, however, Delta Gamma
course involved 'mystery' did claim first place while in
food, a wheel barrel race, and a the fraternity race, the men of
kiddy pool filled with what Phi Delta Theta won by a land
seemed to be whipped cream. slide.
Wednesday was more of a
The 'mystery' food ended up
being a banana, pumpkin fla giving day where not just
vored baby food, and pop Greeks, but the entire student
rocks. Though usually appetiz- body was encouraged to go

give blood. There was an espe
cially large turnout for the
event and a lot of blood was
given to help those in need of a
transfusion.
The event for Thursday was
"Sex Under the Influence." It
was a presentation given in the
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
dealing with alcohol and sex
on college campuses with the
harsh facts about the conseSee Homecoming,
_ page 3

Producer of debate shares expertise at Pacific
JESSICA C. CURLEY

News Editor

Graduates of University of
the Pacific go their separate
ways to accomplish things
both great and small. Some
alumni return to Pacific to
share their knowledge and
visit old friends. One alumnus
in particular, David W. Frederickson, has done all of this.
Frederickson, who graduat
ed from UOP in the 1960's, is
currently a consultant based
in Washington, DC where he
specializes in strategic com
munications, public affairs
and media relations.
Frederickson is a seasoned
professional who has been in
the trenches, on the firing line
of the public issues debate in

this country for more than 25
years.
During that time, he has
done it all: political affairs,
government service, corpo
rate management, private en
terprise and media communi
cations, according to his
professional biography.
It also said that he has been
through seven presidential
campaigns; worked for four
Presidents; five press secre
taries; traveled well over one
million miles at home and
overseas and dealt with more
than 25,000 members of the
working news media domes
tic and foreign - including the
White House Press Corps.
Before moving to Washing
ton, he managed his own suc
cessful business for more than

10 years in marketing, media
and public affairs in Houston.
Most recently Frederickson
was the senior producer for
the vice presidential debate
on Oct. 5 at Centre College in
Danville, Kentucky.
Even though this man is ob
viously very busy, Frederickson still takes time out of his
schedule to come back to Pa
cific to share his expertise
with students and visit the
University during Homecom
ing.
Frederickson was on cam
pus last week from Monday,
Oct. 16 until after Homecom
ing on Saturday, Oct. 21.
Frederickson said, "I've
been coming back every year
for about eight years. I try to
come twice a year and I usual

ly lecture in communication
classes and sometimes I do
more classes."
He also said that he usually
tries to come around the time
of Homecoming so he is able
to participate in those festivi
ties as well.
During this visit, Frederickson had quite a busy schedule
as he was participating in ac
tivities from Tuesday until
Friday.
He lectured in nine classes:
two days at Carol Ann Hackley's Principles of Public Rela
tions class, then one day each
in Qingwen Dong's Theory of
Mass Communication class,
Shawn Batt's Debate class,
Hackley's Graduate Seminar
in Public Relations, Keith
See Debate, page 6

£rtand Geosciences grand opening celebrated
KATE SALDIN

unique outdoor geoscience
TenPowell, whom the Art Cen
lab setting offered by the new ter is named after, and her
building will give students a
The official ribbon cutting chance to do field work right husband donated $1 million
to the new building and
and grand opening celebra on campus.
pledged
an
additional
tion of the Pacific Geoscience
Additionally, the new out $500,000. In recognition of the
Center and the Jeannette Pow door lab can be utilized by lo
generosity of other project
ell Art Center took place Sat
cal schools and will hopeful donors, a plaque will be in
urday, Oct. 21 at 1:30 p.m.
ly become a vital community stalled on the building walls
The two new buildings, resource.
to name those who gave
which opened for student use
DeRosa hopes that these $2,500 or more.
this semester, are located on
changes will propel UOP for
After the ribbon cutting, the
Pacific's south campus and
ward and spark the inspira buildings were open for tours
represent a big step forward
tion needed to start other pro and refreshments.
for UOP.
jects to improve the campus.
Students and faculty who
During the ribbon cutting In his words, "We can dream
study
and work in the build
ceremony, UOP's President
big things for Pacific and put ings were available to answer
DeRosa addressed the crowd them into reality".
questions and current stu
and showed his excitement re
Both of the buildings offer dents' art pieces adorned the
garding the new facilities.
ample space and will be walls of the Art Center to pro
DeRosa called the old
graced with new equipment vide donors and community
quonset huts "eyesores" and
to appropriately suit student's members a peek at UOP's tal
explained that the new build needs.
ent.
ings will smooth the "rough
Other participants, includ
edge of south campus to
Though the project is still in
ing donors and project plan
make it more inviting to stu
need of funds to complete all
dents, faculty and the sur ners, spoke at the ceremony the changes that are planned,
and significant donor Jean
rounding community.
the opening of the buildings
nette Powell assisted in the
De Rosa also noted that the actual ribbon cutting.
represents a positive change
for UOP.
Staff Writer
wi-u'or
Staff

Public Safety Report
October 8-14, 2000
Theft
Where?
Career &
Internship Off,
Library
Burglary
Where
McCaffrey
Apartments

Oct. 9
Oct. 10

Banner taken
Bicycle

When
Dream cast +10
games and
controllers

p he,re._,
I aci fie House

When
Qct. ] 2

Southwest Hall

Oct. 12

What
Beer bottles
thrown at vehicles
Hole kicked in
wall

Vandalism

Fulton Street

(off campus)

Oct. 12

Grace Covell Hall

Oct. 12

Miscellaneous

P Bomb Threat

When

Gct.8

Oct. 14

Broken car
window
Fire extinguisher
discharged
Whaf
Subjected for
intoxication
Bomb threat near
Burns Tower

. ,, .
Did you know?
It!!
J™'*thls Pcnod of time, Public Safety officers ornvide,*

n

viewed 6

R,M

Assictnnf- Klstn.r cj.'x

Oct. 14

w ^
Manor Hall

Peterson investigation complc
CHELSEA SIME

When

stranded motorists and inter-

are encouraged to contact i,,Z 1 rZ, .

.

nport'

John Evy, Special Assistant to the President speaks at tne c

After careful deliberation the
ASUOP investigatiro committee has come to the recommendation that current president
Ricky Peterson should indeed
stay in office, as he should not
be held responsible for the discrepancies found. Instead thev
found last spring's Elections Coordinator Richard Gohlkepossibly responsible for the mix-up
The investigative commitee
was formed after a letter was
submitted by OASIS President
Ann Barnett posing the auesti°n of Gohlke's authoritv to
grant Peterson eligibility to run
as presidentfor this school year
As part of the usual leval
process, the five committee
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U,

6 t s Question
fart.
Barnett
question did, in fact,
hold validity.
r
°-S<f Sltbn8 as Part °f the
c^^sted of Roger
tor-""p gl"eenng Sena"
bo t °! /an' Conservatory
at Taree-"rpaSe"atu°r
ASUOP A d
. %
'
vlsor; a
Dn b
^atrina
A
no^b*16' ^ttorney General,
anrTw T
!red the Pro)ect
Up
inal rePortA
!
t0
the
special re~
nnnT/
rt
dellberat
n
P°. '^
i g group not
r ^ recoromends that Peterson
th^ A?Ann position'but also
snm c R examineand revise
es and bylaws
°° .
comHroh 8 dections in the
Tb
°n
b
e
f , " Port apostates: "We
H£«p*1 tbe 2000 Spring Eken„. ^

\f his
V»ic zca
— pa
stepped oiif
out rof
description.... The co
also came to the conse r
ASUOP President [Pel
n°I to be held respo n
discrepancies, cleric a
nor misunderstandings
fidaL"
Senator Ryan, in re
the decision, said, "1 dc
heve Gohlke had the a 1
to make the decision on
Ricky could have run fc
dent. His authority
make minor decisioi
committee felt that th
a minor decision."
Ryan also disprov- mor that ASUOP will
past this small set-back
Ryan said, "In actuality
been very productive

courses to be offer

some C.E. requirements as well.
In keeping with the Mission r,~ estudents wbo enroll in a
Statement of the Universihr f P ro courses may participate
the Pacific Humanities CervtA- tb pro8rammIn8tbat develops
ual llnks between
two pairs of linked courses are th^tT
being offered inSprirw200i
^burses.
Within humanities depart- will h™ ?
programming
ments, linked courses are two anb .e extracurricular; and it is
complementary courses from H
n ^ faculty and stude"ts Wl11^ke advantage of the
different deparCnt 'tLt
316
offered during the
, a§es to develop joint curricu
ar assignments and projects.
ter at different times so fbaf"^
dents can avan^hems^ ; • F°PSPrin8 2001, th! followboth links of the nair anH J'1 m8Pabs 316 bem8offered:
tnepair, and satisfy
Art3: Visual Arts Exploration

(Maxwell)
Clas 115: Classical M3
(Kraynak)
Engl. 25, Sec. 1: Survi
Holocaust (Knighton)
Hist. 186: History
Holocaust (Gerhard)
Departments within
that are the humanities
ments are Art and Art ,
Classics, English, Film Si
History, Modern Lang
and Literature, Music H
Philosophy, Religious Si
and TheateVArts
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iomecoming.

Continued from page 1

(uences of mixing drinking
rith
unprotected
sex.
/hichever house had more of
heir brothers or sisters in atendance would win for that
lay. Alpha Phi won first place
or the sororities and Pike won
st place for the fraternities.
On Friday, Greek Week conlinued with some friendly yet
fierce games of backwards
loftball. The batters had to bat
Ipposite their natural swing
/hile first base was located
t'here third place is usually lo[ated. Though only three in
nings long, the games were
lierce and intense. Delta Gamoa hit their way into first with
Theta, Delta Delta Delta and
Jpha Phi close behind. For the
fraternities, Archania took
first, Pike took second and Phi
)elta Theta placed third overyi.
Saturday rolled around and
ft was time for everyone's fa
vorite and most controversial
bvent: the lip sync. Going
along with the Homecoming
fheme of "Wild California,
rild Pacific," each house that
turned out performed a lip
sync routine with songs that
est represented that theme.
First up were the sororities:
Tri Delta, Alpha Phi, Theta,
land Delta Gamma. Each sororlity displayed unique ideas and
•talent in the form of outraIgeous costumes and "wild"
Imusic. Despite particular
Istrong routines from the othlers, the judges ruled Delta
I Gamma as the victors. The fra
ternities—Omega Phi Alpha,

Alpha Kappa Lambda, Phi
Delta Theta, Pi Kappa Alpha
and Archania—also displayed
strength, character, rhythm
and especially comedic relief in
their lip syncs. The final results
for them was Pike in first, Al
pha Kappa Lambda in second,
Archania taking third, with
Omega Phi Alpha and Phi
Delta Theta rounding up
fourth and fifth. Overall, this
was a fun event for everyone.
Lisa Kissler, Pacific sopho
more and. member of Delta
Gamma, described her experi-

"I thought that
[Homecoming] was
a great way of
getting the campus
together for
something other
than parties and
athletics."
Missy Govier
UOP Sophomore
ences in Greek Week and
Homecoming as positive. "It
was very challenging, but the
work pays off. It's been fun but
just a lot of stress," said Kissler.
Saturday's events conclud
ed Greek Week, leaving Delta
Gamma and Pike winning on
the whole.
The week proved to be as
competitive as ever, not only
between fraternities and soror
ities but other campus organi
zations as well.
Also occurring on Saturday
was the overall Homecoming
Festival. This day-long event
featured a variety of exhibi

tions and performances as well
as the results from the numer
ous competitions held during
the week. Masters of ceremo
ny, 1999 UOP graduate C.
Colton and current ASUOP
President Ricky Peterson,
helped raise crowd interest
and participation throughout
the day. Alumni, parents and
students alike turned out to
watch the performances, in
cluding the Pacific dance team,
the Latin Dance Club, and
recording artist Jill Sobule,
who ended her set with her
one-hit wonder "Kissed a
Girl."
Among the results an
nounced were those of the
Homecoming court, the golf
cart parade, and the banner
contest. King Chris Gilman
and Queen Danielle Shinn
were recognized as the heads
of Pacific's Homecoming
court. The golf cart parade, in
which various campus organi
zations decorated and drove
golf carts around the parame
ter of the events, was won by
Grace Covell Hall. The African
American Student Union took
first in the banner contest for
the second year.
Missy Govier, sophomore,
was in attendance on Saturday
for the celebration. "I thought
that [Homecoming] was a
great way of getting the cam
pus together for something
other than parties and athlet
ics," she said.
One can only look forward
to next year and expect more
rivalry and clean fun. Home
coming 2000 proved to be a
memorable time for all in
volved.
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Spencer TolbertofPike "surfing" during the lip sync competition.

RHA spirit week

John B. resident, Andrew Hudson, in the rood Olympics.

JAMIE SAHOURIA
Guest Writer

Ricky Peterson, ASUOP President with the dance team during the Homecoming Festival.

The Residence Hall Asso
ciation is proud to an
nounce the winners of our
Homecoming Spirit Week
activities. The grand prize
was $300 cash, and was
awarded to Wemyss for
their outstanding participa
tion throughout Spirit
Week. Second place went to
Ritter House in the amount
of $150. John Ballantyne
was awarded $75 for their
efforts in coming in third.
The^veek was an amaz
ing array of fun activities
that included a scavenger
hunt, the Food Olympics
with whipped cream,

twister and a pie eating
contest, an obstacle course
and the relay and a compet
itive and spirited late night
game of Capture the Flag
on South Campus Lawn.
There was great participa
tion with about 40-50 peo
ple participating each
night. All the halls that par
ticipated are to be com
mended for showing their
UOP spirit.
The week was culminat
ed with a Spirit Week Finale
on the UOP Homecoming
Main Stage. Competition
was fierce but fun, and
RHA would like to thank all
the participants for coming
out and showing their UOP
spirit.

NEWS
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Resident director aids in development of students
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer
CHARLENE L. LAPUS

Guest Writer

i)

rii

W

Resident director Solyn D.
Laney has been a part of UOP's
residential life and housing staff
- for apartment and Greek
housing - since 1998. A former
housing staff of University of
San Francisco, Laney brings
higher education experience
and advanced technology ideas
to the area of student life.
Laney claims that his journey
to UOP was due to spiritual
forces. "Choosing to work at
UOP was all a part of a plan. I
saw opportunity here," he said.
Pacific offered a slow-paced at
mosphere where he was able to
work on becoming an effective
supervisor and leader. In addi
tion, UOP presented change such as resident hall renova
tions, the establishment of
Cowell Resident Hall, and the
Campus Pipeline that Lariey is

Staff Writer

s

(

M
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opportunity to have some type
of influence and effect on some
one's life," said Laney. More
over, each day offers new sur
prises. As a counselor, judicial
agent, supervisor and liaison
for different committees, there
are new situations and respon
sibilities that must be taken
upon.
As many professionals do,
Laney feels that it is now time to
advance into a higher position.
He is currently looking into ap
plying for the position of Direc
tor of Multicultural Affairs. "It
would be nice to continue to
work at UOP and work with the
students who are on campus,"
said Laney.
He would also like to pursue
his other passion, aside from
' housing, which is working with
uniting and assisting people of
color. "I would do that through
working with different commu
nity groups," he said. Laney
would like to get more students
of color to attend UOP.

MM

Representatives of Pacific,
students and friends of the
University all joined this past
Friday in celebration of her
itage and the founding of the
university. The banquet, held
in Raymond Great Hall, in
cluded a distinguished pre
sentation of awards and
recognition to many individ
uals of notoriety to the uni
versity.
During previous years both
the alumni awards and the
Founders Day festivities were
held as separate events. Typ
ically during a luncheon,
smaller ceremonies were held
to celebrate each event. This
year, coordinators came to
gether and jointly celebrated
each event.
According to Duane Isetti,
gift planning director,"We in
vite those who have been
generous to us and to honor
the history and heritage of the
University."
Among the attendees were
members of the Heritage So
ciety.
Individuals belonging to
this group are those who have
appropriated generously to
Pacific within their wills.
Friday night activities fo
cused greatly on expressing
the University's thanks to all

members of this group.
Emphasized among the
Heritage Society was that of
the Heritage Memorial Soci
ety, containing those mem
bers who are honored within
the Gallery of Benefactors.
These individuals are espe
cially important to Pacific, as
they have given gifts exceed
ing that of,$l millionto the
University.
Aside from vocal notoriety,
every member of this elite as
semblage receives their image
cast onto portrait and dis
played within the University.
This year's recipients include
the Keck foundation and the
estate of Arnold G. Scott,
class of 1939.
Special recognition was
given this year to the ladies of
Zeta Phi, a sorority dating
back to 1935 on the Pacific
campus.
Through generous dona
tions totaling upwards of 230
gifts, these ladies created a
$25,000 endowed scholarship
to be distributed to Pacific
students beginning next year.
A brick commemorating their
generosity was unveiled dur
ing a special ceremony Friday
night within the wall of
donors near Southwest Hall.
Every year seven alumni
awards are available to com
mendable candidates. Five of
these awards were given out

"Pacific Alumni
Association has an
awards commission
that accepts
submissions to
nominate alumni
[for the awards
given out]."
— Kelli Page
Assistant Alumni
Director
Friday night including out
standing young alumni,
Hope Young '89, distin
guished public service, Al
fred Muller '53, distinguished
service to the University, John
Goble '72, distinguished vol
unteer service, Jayna Lowell
'78, and distinguished profes
sional service, J. Baxter Urist
'71.
Among the two awards not
given was the outstanding
family award, honoring fam
ilies who have brought honor
to the University and the
medallion of excellence, hon
oring alumni who exhibited
outstanding and exceptional
service above and beyond
those mentioned above.
According to Kelli Page,
Assistant Alumni Director,
the "Pacific Alumni Associa
tion has an awards commis
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Solyn D. Laney came to UOP in 1998 and is a resident direc.
No matter what path Laney
picks, UOP will be forever
grateful for the hard work that
he has contributed into student
life. It is great to see that he is

Alumni Awards given at Founder's Day
CHRIS HOFFMAN

/

able to be a part of.
Laney received his BA in
African American Studies at
Sonoma State University. He
then went to Washington, D.C.
to do an internship with the
Student Conservation Associa
tion. This lasted six months be
fore he attended graduate
school at Eastern Michigan Uni
versity (EMU) where he re
ceived his Master degree. Laney
specialized in guidance and
counseling with an emphasis in
college student personnel.
Laney is no foreigner to stu
dent life. He began his career as
head resident at EMU. This al
lowed him to fulfill his passion
for counseling students. After
ward, Laney became an upper
bound counselor at King's Riv
er Community College where
he helped students transition
into a four-year college or uni
versity.
He enjoys being a part of stu
dent life and cannot see himself
in any other area. "I have the

sion that accepts submissions
to nominate alumni" for the
above awards.
Based on submissions the
committee selects those they
feel have done the most in
each area of excellence. Some
times not all awards are giv
en, as individuals are not al
ways available that meet the
requirements.
Page expressed before the
night began "that it's going to
be a great evening and I'm
looking forward to honoring
the alums."
She described an excite
ment of the great mix of inter
ests that was to be represent
ed at the banquet, including
ASUOP President Ricky Pe
terson, Dr. DeRosa and wife^
numerous alumni, and those
to be honored. "It's nice to
have that mix of students and
alumni," said Page.
Closing the evening were
Conservatory of Music stu
dents Candice Klassen and
Brian Walters. Klassen graced
the crowd with a piano and
vocal solo.
Keeping in tune, the couple
also presented a duet chosen
especially for the event. In fi
nale, the two students led the
attendees with the Pacific
alma mater. Judging from the
crowded attendance of 246,
the banquet could have been
nothing less than a success.

taking the opportunity to
sue his interests. His leader
and guidance is indeed a r
model for students and r;
professionals today.

Correction
We at The Pacific,
would like to apoL
gize for some fa
errors made in a
7 article entitled
among schools
protest situation
rael."
It has b
brought to our atte
tion that a number
the mentioned f,
were, indeed, false
formation. The
Minister of Israel
Ehud Barak, n o t A n .
Sharon as mention
Sharon did not inva
Al-Aqsa Mosque,
written, and in fact"
security clearance
the Palestinian Au
itv and Israeli Se
The violence has
curred throughou
rael and the Palesti
Territories, not sp
cally in Jerusalem.
Pacifican would al
like to make it clea:
that it was Amen
Khairallah who was
encouraging students
to attena the peace ral
lies and protests and it
was in no way an opin
ion of our own. We
apologize for any in
conveniences
the
misconceptions m
have caused.
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Safe sex activist speaks to inform UOP students
JOSH PARRISH
Staff Writer

As part of the mid-week ac
tivities during Homecoming
Week, Joel Goldman of the Pe
diatric AIDS Foundation was
present on Thursday night to
give a lecture on "Sex Under the
Influence." While some of the
initial subjects may have
sounded a little bit like a recap
of seventh-grade sex-ed, the
message he shared was some
thing that everyone can identify
with.
Goldman's motive in speak
ing was to get across to
whomever would listen to him
to not make the same mistake as
he did. Goldman was a college
student back in the 80's in Indi
ana. Though he was responsi

ble, outgoing and educated
during the school day, under
the cover of night he found that
he could get away with using
and abusing alcohol. With this
came consequential decisions
that would affect him for the
rest of his life, such as whether
or not to use protection. But he
was careless and there was little
information available at that
time about AIDS and other
STDs. A decade down the road,
after numerous warning signs
and seemingly chronic sickness,
he was diagnosed as HIV+. His
message was a challenge to the
audience to look at their own
behaviors, because even those
students who understand safe
sex can make deadly mistakes
when they mix sex and alcohol.
He also imparted some

shocking statistics. One out of
four students are likely to have
an STD. A student who has an
STD is thredto five more times
likely to contract HIV.
There is an organization
fighting to give children a
chance to live beyond their 10th
birthday. They are called the
Elizabeth Glaser PediatricAIDS
Foundation. Now is the time
that you can help this organi
zation which needs every
body's help. Coming soon to
UOP is the Dance for a Chance
Marathon, an18-hour fundraising marathon in which all the
proceeds will go directly to the
Pediatric AIDS Foundation.
The signups will be available in
the McCaffrey Center from 12
noon to 2 p.m. until Nov. 8, the
last day to signup.

Joel Goldman of the Pediatric AIDS Foundation spoke to students.

Construction to begin on new apartment complex
JOSH PARRISH
Staff Writer

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC
STUDENT APARTMENTS

The new student apartments, which will be complete next fall, will be located on Brookside Rd.

The ground has been broken,
and the construction at UOP
continues. Donald DeRosa, uni
versity president, accompanied
by the regents, teachers and stu
dent representatives, celebrated
the first step towards UOP's
first new housing complex in 21
years.
The long awaited apartments
are going up on Brookside
Road, just east of Cowell Health
Center. DeRosa said with the
addition of this new housing,
they were hoping to ease the in
creasing demand for on-campus housing. He also said that
they were hoping to demon
strate to the public, UOP's com

mitment to improving the social
and academicenvironments for
students. The new apartments
will be the first housing UOP
has built since the McCaffrey
Center in 1979.
These $10 million apartments
are slated to house more than
200 students. The plans for these
new student apartments in
clude four bedrooms and two
bathrooms with a kitchen and a
living room. These apartments
are also to be fully furnished.
And for those Internet-sawy
students an ethernet hook-up
will be included.
The new student apartments
are intended for completion by
the fall of 2001. So a word to the
wise, get those housing applica
tions in early.

"Vampires in the daytime"

SALE SALE SALE
Sale Dates: 10/24-10/28

LONDON
PARIS
AMSTERDAM
ROME
FRANKFURT
MADRID

$265
$345
$379
$385
$309
$369

. Other
*stjnati0ns

Mailable!

Fares are RT for midweek travel and subject to availability. Tkts are Non-Refundable and exclusive of
taxes/surcharges which range from $30-$85. Tkts must be booked and paid for from Oct 24th-28th.
Departures from Nov 1 - March 31. 2001. No departures from Dec 12th through Dec 24th.
Must hold valid iSIC.mC. or IYTC card. Some age and other restrictions may apply.

Shop extended hours-Tues, Wed, Thurs: 9-9, Fri: 8-6
FSMHR1t
i
vwmcm Ircivel ~

CS1",00f

University Union. CSUS, 6000 J Street

916-278-4224
1-800-2COUNCIL (open 24 hrs 9am Tue-midnight Fri est)
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Debate

said, "I think it's a great op
portunity to share with Pacif
ic students some of the inside
Hilton's Introduction to Mass interests of the debates and to
Communication class, Hack- show what has to be done to
ley's Introduction to Public put on a debate."
Relations & Marketing class
Frederickson also com
and two of Julianne Dent's mented to the students about
Public Speaking classes. He his ideas for Pacific hosting a
also spoke at the Stockton presidential debate in four
Host Lions Club meeting, at years.
tended the College of the Pa
"In Danville, at Centre Col
cific Faculty and Staff retreat lege, there was a group of stu
and, the highlight of the dents who were very instru
week, hosted the Debate mental in getting the debate
Watch 2000 in the Callison to their school. It is a school of
Dining Room on Tuesday about 1,000 to 1,200 students
night.
and the debate involved
At the De
about half of
bate
Watch, "It occurred to me the campus,"
students from that there could be Frederickson
communica
said. "It oc
an interest at
tion classes,
curred to me
political sci
Pacific to host a that
there
ence classes
debate. I see no could be an in
and other stu
at Pacific
reason why UOP terest
dents who re
to host a de
ceived the no couldn't have the bate. I see no
tice over the
debates here in reason why
Campus
UOP couldn't
2004."
Pipeline, came
have the deto eat pizza,-David Frederickson bates here in
watch the third Senior Producer of 2004"
and final presi
\/:
Frederickthe Vice son ajso com_
dential debate
and then hear Presidential Debate mented on the
commentary
outcome of the
and analysis from Frederick- third debate. Although he is a
son.
republican, he said, trying to
Frederickson, as well as the be as unbiased as possible, "I
students and professors who think that George Bush won
were involved in the Debate this debate because the expec
Watch enjoyed the experience tations for him were low. He
and felt it was beneficial. He was very consistent and very
Continued from page 1

fek
m

* ::
•

:>
•

,

David Frederickson speaking to students during the Debate Watch in Callison Hall.
focused on his major points.
He was very personable - the
way he reached out. He closed
by looking right into the cam
era as he restated his five
main points. It's going to be
very interesting to see how
things play out."
Students also enjoyed the
Debate Watch as well as the
time Frederickson spent in the
classroom last week. Kimberly Mullen, junior, who attend
ed the Debate Watch and is
also in Hackley's Principles of
PR class, said, "I thought the
Debate Watch was a wonder
ful experience. As an undecid

ed voter, it helped make my
choice clear. Listening to him
analyze it helped a lot." She
also said, "I learned a lot on
Tuesday [in class] when he
talked about the history of the
debates. It was then easier to
understand and follow."
Hackley, the professor of
the Principles of PR class
Frederickson visited twice last
week and also the person who
coordinated Frederickson's
schedule, enjoyed having him
at Pacific immensely.
Commenting on the many
activities that she scheduled
for him, Hackley said, "His

schedule was fast-paced.i
spoke to many students in cl
ferent classes and shared.J
expertise. The Debate Wa
was a highlight of the wtJ
that resulted in excellent \
posure for the University.
She said, "He was very gej
erous with his time. He sj
to classes every year, but t
timing was so ideal this ye:
Since he was the producer
the vice presidential debate
provided a front row seat
the aisle of history and
gave us an outstanding ban
stage view of the camp a;:
and debate process."

School of Dentistry

I PI:

$I

School given grant
JAGDIP DHILLON
Guest Writer
The school of dentistry has
received another large grant to
expand and strengthen a suc
cessful community-based oral
health treatment and preven
tion program for people with
developmental disabilities. This
grant comes from California En
dowment which is the state's
largest health foundation.
"This award represents an ex
citing opportunity for people
with developmental disabilities
in California," said Dr. Paul
Glassman, project co-chair and
director of UOP's Advanced Ed
ucation in General Dentistry
Program. "We know that den
tal problems are among the
greatest unmet needs and this
grant represents an opportunity
to form community-based coali
tions to address this significant
problem."

This is for persons with dis
abilities who do not have access
to dental care.
The school will now work
with the state to set up pro
grams to correct this problem.
Some of the programs will in
clude instituting dental health
care coalitions in eight commu
nities throughout California,
implementing community de
signed and community-based
networks for oral health care
and prevention, organizing pre
vention trainingand services for
agencies, consumers, and care
givers, training and supporting
local dental professionals in
treating patients with develop
mental disabilities; and estab
lishing a statewide task force for
persons with special needs.
The confidence shown by the
California Endowment in UOP
further establishes the school as
one of the top dental schools in
the nation.

Honda

Yamaha

Center

S A V I N G S IN
GAS WILL PAY
FOR THE BIKE!

FREE helmet with Scooter purchase and current student L
3200 West Lane, Stockton, CA 95204. motodlr@aol.com

Phone: 209-465-3200 Fax 209-465-3294

Low monthly pa
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Quote of the
Week

Weekly news for the
UOP community since 1908
Contact Us
•The Pacifican is located on the third
floor of Hand Hall. Office hours are
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

'In m a t t e r s o f
conscience, the
law of majority
has no place.
- Mohandas
K.Gandhi

lis QZ
Public Safety saves the day once again
If s a quarter past midnight,
ou have a major paper due
)r one of your hardest classes
rrly next morning. As you
'ach for your disk to continworking on it, you reale....you left it at the main liary in one of the computers!
ou sprint to the library, as
tough you were in a
larathon only to be greeted by
Idark, eerie, closed building
pat has your disk captive,
our heart is sitting in your gut
s you are left dumbfounded
5 to what to do next. As sweat
egins to pour down your
ows, and you start to tremble
nd scream in anxiety, a friend
-lls, "Why don't you call pubc safety?" Why not? You' re
esperate—anything is worth
te shot.
This was my first crisis-re
nted encounter with public
ifety. I couldn't help but woner, were they going to be
lean? Were they going to
tugh in my face or hang up on
le when I called? I had heard
many stories about them
nd their relations with stuents. I couldn't help but to aproach them in a more nega-

t

I
I

tive light.
Putting my fears aside, I
picked up the phone and
called. The phone was ring
ing...I was getting more and
more nervous. "Public Safe
ty..." answered the man. "Yes,
hello....umm, I'm a student
here...and, I need your
help...umm...."
"YES??" they replied.
"Well I seemed to have left
my disk in the library and on
it is an essay which I need to
finish by tomorrow morning."
"Is there anything you can do
to help?? Please!"
"You say you're a student?"
"Yes, yes I am..."
Within a matter of seconds
(which seemed like a year) he
answered, "Ok go wait out in
front of the library, we'll send
someone out in a few min
utes."
I was shocked—left in awe.
Could this possibly be the
same Public Safety that every
one bashes all the time? Are
these the same people who ar
rest students for no reason and
harass students all the time? Is
this the Public Safety who are
only out there to make our

lives miserable? Are these the
same monster wanna-be cops
who have nothing better to do
than to snoop around greek
houses to make sure no one is
consuming alcohol—whether
of age or not. Apparently so.
After discussing this situa
tion with peers, we were soon
to find out that we weren't the
only ones on campus who ac
tually appreciate them. Public
Safety does so much for stu
dents that goes unrecognized
and goes unthanked. Unfortu
nately, it is those stories which
also aren't shared with others
and therefore no one really
hears about. On behalf of those
students and many others who
have been helped in the past,
we would like to say..."Thank
you Public Safety!"
Although this story was for
tunately not as tragic as others,
we were still greatful to them
for being as effective and re
sponsive as they were.
We are one of the few cam
puses whose security is run by
actual law enforcement who
have authority to help you in
any way possible. The UOP
police officers are trained at ac-

tual police academies and re
ceive specialized training. Jer
ry Houston, Associate Director
of Public Safety noted, "We try
to help students out in the
most safe, effective and effi
cient way [as possible]." Ac
cording to Houston, there have
been numerous times where
students have got into serious
trouble and Public Safety has
been there for them. "We're al
ways ready to go to court with
the students if they need us
when they're in trouble." "A
couple of our students were
being stalked once and we
helped them get restraining or
ders." And who says Public
Safety doesn't do their job?
Statistically, the number of
crime acts committed at UOP
has not changed significantly
over the past few years—is this
really Public Safety not doing
their job or moreso students
not learning how to behave
themselves as adults? That is a
question left to each student to
decide for themselves but one
thing is for sure, it's about time
students start appreciating
Public Safety for all their hard
work that goes unnoticed.

r Pacifican editorials represent the views of a majority of the newspaper editors. What's your view? Mail us a letter, or drop one off at our office on the
third floor of Hand Hall, or e-mail us at letters@thepacifican.com. All letters must be signed and include a telephone number.
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DUI sentences are nothing but a slap on the wrist
a show in his home state of
Florida with his wife Dawn,
Criss Oliva washit and killed by
Last week, fans of Savatage (a a drunk driver whohad crossed
heavy metal band) expressed the dividing line and struck
their mourning across the them head on. Criss Oliva died
world. Tuesday, Oct. 1Z marked on the scene; Dawn Oliva sur
the 7th year commemoration of vived but spent months in the
the death of guitarist Criss Oli- hospital in critical condition.
va.
The man who hit the couple
In 1993, while on his way to had been convicted of driving
under the in
fluence six
times prior by
the. state of
Florida, was
on probation,
and had a
Blood Alcohol
Content
(BAC) of .295.
Not only that,
he was an un
licensed dri
ver. Still, he re
ceived only a
5-year sen
tence for ve
hicular
manslaughter,
of which he
only served 18
months, 200
Criss Oliva April 13,1963-Oct. 17,1993.
SCOTT SWITZER

Managing Editor

hours of community service and manslaughter" is garbage. Mur
was ordered by the court to pay der is murder, and anyone who
restitution to Dawn Oliva in the gets behind the wheel of an au
amount of $48 a month. He will tomobile while drunk takes that
remain on probation until the risk, and should not be excused
year 2003.
because of their impaired abili
A few weeks ago, I deduced ties. Killing someone, no matter
through the criminal system of how, should not be so easily
New York that the cost of hu punished. The lead singer of
man life was 60 dollars and nine Motley Crue, Vince Neil has
years in prison. However, there been convicted of vehicular
must have been a special deal manslaughter, yet he still tours
for taking one life and ruining with his band. Where is the jus
another in Florida, because this tice in that? The only consola
guy gets18 months and has to tion is that his band now sucks.
pay $48 a month. Something
If you shoot and kill someone
about this just isn't right. The while drunk, then you are a
fact that this was in Florida, a murderer/and no excuses are
state with a very strict court sys made. Why should it be any dif
tem, should make readers ferent if instead of using a gun
cringe.
you use a Chevrolet, Ford, Toy
The problem is, no matter ota or Honda? Whether it's a .45
how the court system wants to caliber or an SUV, it makes little
crack down on DUI's; they difference. Life in prison should
don't do a good enough job. be the least you get, unless the
Suspending a person's license court decides to push you and
does not mean anything. If a your car off a cliff, which would
person doesn't care about dri n't be so bad. That last sentence
ving drunk, it stands to reason is sarcastic, but I do feel that the
they are not going to worry death penalty would be appro
about driving on a suspended priate in such cases. If you kill
or nonexistent license.
someone, you have forfeited
The
term
"vehicular your right to life.

A few tips to get out of the
procrastination routine
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer

You stare blankly at the
computer screen. You can't
think of any words to write
and the paper is due in a cou
ple of days. What do you do?
Instead of typing anything
that comes to mind, you get
up and turn on the TV or go to
the Summit for a snack run.
Procrastination, it's the root
of all evils in college life. You
are assigned a major term pa
per, project or, like me, an arti
cle to write. You wrack your
brain for ideas, for clever
phrases, for anything. You
just want to fill space and
hope it looks good - or even
fairly decent.
You figure, heck, it's still
early. You'll put it off until to
morrow, then the next day,
and the day after that. Time
goes by, and you find yourself
wondering how the days
passed and you don't have
anything done.
When that time comes
along, you find that you made
a mistake to put it all off until
the eve of the due date. The

worst is when you have to do
a research paper and you put
all the research and writing off
until you really have to get to
doing the paper.
Trust me, I've seen the con
sequences of what procrasti
nation can do to a person. I lit
erally put off preparing a
speech until the night before I
had to give it. I started to re
search my topic and formulate
my outline nearly close to
midnight. Believe me, it was
n't a pretty thing to go
through. I ended up giving
up on the project and received
a zero on my speech.
It is no longer the beginning
of the school year and
midterms are looming ahead
or have passed. Students are
finding more interesting
things to do with their Friday
nights, instead of studying,
writing, or working diligently
on projects.
Here are a few tips to get
out of that procrastination rut.
First, attempt doing at least
some of the work the day the
assignment is given. I found
that although I put off an as
signment, if I have at least half

of it done beforehand, it
wouldn't be such an over
whelming task when it's time
to finish it.
Second, when you absolute
ly feel like you have to put
things off to the last minute
then dedicate that whole day or at least a few hours to doing
that one task. Don't go wan
dering off to munch on snacks
or to watch television. Don't
leave in the middle of the task
either. It can be distracting.
Lastly, create and update a
list of immediate things to do.
It is hard to stick with a list most people don't like being
confined to them - but it helps
a lot when you're trying to
prioritize things of impor
tance.
Everyone procrastinates at
least once or twice in his or her
lifetime. It isn't a bad thing if
you don't do it often, but it
can really cause stress on a
person if it becomes a habit.
So just take a deep breath and
do your work when it's as
signed. That will allow you to
party on the weekends and
not have to worry about the
looming due date.

The argument has beenj
me that the man involve^
case with Criss Oliva ^ pU
lives in his own hell' for,
he did, and that I should fc;
him because he is sad- I cjj
most feel the tears well%
Unfortunately, my tears i,-;
Dawn Oliva, not for a recj
idiot who got hammerec
then drove. If he felt that
about it, he wouldn't hav;
behind the wheel drunk, j
less the seven times that lit
caught. Furthermore howir
times did he get away wit
Maybe I'm just a bitter
man at the age of 22, but its
possible I'm right. Whetrnot you agree with me,
can't agree with drunk, dm
If you do, you're one of the
pie I'm directing these:
ments at. Take a stance aj
it, get involved, join one o
numerous
organiza:
formed to stop drunk dr
There are too many storie
commercials out there tha:
with "was killed by a drum
ver" for any of us to avoid 4
sue or the consequences
volves.

What's up with
that?
Why is everyone but
UOP Y2K compliant?
According to channel
2Tiger TV, we're living it
1900.

Yes, we're still
looking for
Opinion section
writers. Pick up an
application on the
third floor of Hand
Hall.
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Where have all the artists gone? The real issues

ERIN RUPPEL
Staff Writer

I walk through the streets
of San Francisco. The air is
crisp and cool, and the atmos
phere is full of an electricity
that is almost tangible. It is
the buzz of a city.
All around me are different
kinds of people, from punk
rockers with purple hair to
businessmen with ties and
briefcases.
However, if things keep go
ing the way they are, San
Francisco's bustling urban
scene will no longer include
the punk kid, or any of his
friends.
Some say this is a good
thing, that people like this
only cause trouble. But the
fact is that San Francisco
needs these people.
They are the essence of the
Bay Area. As housing prices
in the Bay Area skyrocket, it is
becoming increasingly harder
for arts organizations to find
a place they can afford.
As technology comes in,
I everybody else - from
dancers to musicians to
painters - are getting pushed

out.
And while I understand
that profit is a strong motivat
ing factor in anything, for San
Francisco to lose its "cre
ative" class would be a tragic
thing indeed.
Since before most of us
were born, San Francisco has
been an incubator for talent,
creativity, and open-mindedness.
As a person who has lived
in the BayArea, I can attest to
the wonderful, accepting, di
verse atmosphere that San
Francisco has, and I feel that
it is crucial for me to empha
size how important a mind
set like this is to becoming a
truly happy person. Evictions
and rent hikes are forcing
artists to go somewhere else,
or nowhere at all.
If San Francisco loses all of
its artists, it will lose the revo
lutionary lifeblood that
makes it such a wonderful
place to be. There is some leg
islation in the works, but tax
ation is always a controver
sial subject.
Instead, I am going to put
the responsibility where it
should be: in the hands of

you, the public.
By supporting local artists,
you can help them raise the
money that they need to con
tinue existence.
As a society, it is our job to
ensure the continuance of
something so vital to our
lives. Creativity and openmindedness are essential to
our progress as a society.
PalmPilots may tell us
when our next meeting is,
and stock brokerages may
stimulate the economy, but
there is a quality derived
from watching a ballet, hear
ing a song, or experiencing a
play that you cannot derive
from the things which are
now taking over San Francis
co.
Where will the ballerinas,
musicians, and actors go?
They are being run out by big
businesses. When we lose San
Francisco, we lose creativity
at its best.
When you walk down the
street, you will still feel that
electrical buzzing. But this
time it will be because every
body around you is talking to
their broker on their cell
phones.

Maybe it's the kids fault...
Dear Editor,

society to be the ones at fault
for these children's actions. I
My name is Chris Carr. I judge this to be a half-truth. I
I am in my senior year as a biol- agree that society has its
I °gy major and am writing in many downfalls and there are
I response to the article written many examples to choose
I in the Oct. 5 issue of The Paci- from to examine the brutality
tfican by Erin Ruppel. This of human behavior.
1particular article sparked my
However, there is some
I anger. I could not believe thing definitely wrong with
I there was another shooting at these children.
Ia school. I thought to myself
I cannot imagine myself at
I "what is wrong with these 13 or 15 years old even touch
I kids nowadays?"
ing a loaded gun. Don't get
I read that Erin considers me wrong, I loved blood,

murder, and gruesome death
scenes as much as any other
little boy at that age. I would
never act on these emotions. I
personally believe that these
boys and the ones at
Columbine had a chemical
deficiency of some sort in
their brains to drive them to
this. Furthermore, I agree that
society had some impact, but
that's not the whole story.
Sincerely and respectfully,
Chris Carr

[U-WIRE] MADISON,
Wis. - Two topics have domi
nated recent headlines — the
Middle East and the upcom
ing presidential elections. The
situation in the Middle East is
tragic, but it does have one
benefit for us, the voting citi
zens of the United States of
America — it drove foreign
policy to the forefront of the
presidential campaign.
Until a few weeks ago, do
mestic issues such as educa
tion, Social Security, tax plans,
health care and prescription
drugs had dominated the
presidential campaign. These
are worthy issues, but issues
in which the president's influ
ence is less than it appears.
The defining moments of a
presidency are rarely the en
action of the plans proposed
in presidential campaigns.
The president must deal with
Congress in order to get his
plan enacted, and in the
process many major compo
nents of that plan are either
diluted or discarded.
It is in the area of foreign af
fairs that the president plays
the most important role. Here
he serves as the representa
tive of the United States. As
commander in chief of the
military, he is able to send
forces throughout the world
at a moment's notice. During
these times of peace he is of
ten a mediator, like President
Clinton has been in the Mid
dle East. But most of the for
eign affairs issues the next
president will face are not yet
known.
Supporters of A1 Gore say
that George W. Bush is not
qualified to handle foreign af
fairs since he has only been a
governor. But recent presi. dential history contradicts

that argument. No one heard
Democrats say a governor
was unqualified to be presi
dent eight years ago, when
then-Governor Clinton was
running against President
Bush. Three of the last four
presidents were governors
with no prior experience in
Washington, and each had
both successes and failures,
just like every other presi
dent.
Vice presidents played an
important role in alleviating
the inexperience of these gov
ernor-turned-presidents.
President Carter ran with a
senator, Walter Mondale, as
did President Clinton. Presi
dent Reagan ran with United
Nations Ambassador Bush.
These vice presidents were all
Washington insiders with ex
perience in foreign affairs.
In the same vein, Bush se
lected formerSecretary of De
fense and White House Chief
of Staff Dick Cheney as his
running mate. Former Chair
man of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff Colin Powell would like
ly be Bush's secretary of state
and Condoleezza Rice, for
mer National Security Coun
cil expert on Russia, would
likely be Bush's national secu
rity advisor.
In his role as representative
of the United States, the pres
ident must ultimately deal
with people. In the case of a
domestic crisis, he must reas
sure the American people that
everything is OK and that
Washington cares. In foreign
crises, the president must
confront and cajole both allies
and enemies. If the president
hopes toserve as a peacemak
er, both sides must trust him.
In this arena of personal
See Perspective, page 10

Women's roles on TV are more diverse than we think
Dear Editor,

tention was to persuade its
reader.
I am writing in response to
I assume Valle had previ
the article written in the Octo ously read a similar article,
ber 5, 2000 issue of The Pacif- and thought "Hey, that's a
, «ican. The article was titled clever idea" and was then per
•"Women as portrayed on suaded to write an article of
T.V." written by Michelle-Eliz- her own on the same topic.
• Babeth Valle. The only thing in Again, this is only an assump
[the article I agree with is the tion.
I •first sentence that states,
Valle stated that the role of
I "Women in television and in women has changed from
[movies captivate audiences ditzy to hero, when in fact it
everywhere every time they has not changed at all, it is not
appear."
that "cut and dry."
As I continued to read, I be
Women always have and
gan to see that the articles in always will act many roles, in

cluding the damsel in distress
and savior. I strongly disagree
with Valle when she says
"youth is key for success,"
While there are many young
actors prospering in their ca
reers, why do we discount
older women?
How can Valle question if it
is possible for a woman actor
to play a strong character if
she is 44 rather than 24? What
about Julia Roberts, Michelle
Pfeifer, or Meryl Streep?
These women are hardly 24
years old.
Valle claims that "older"

characters such as Ally
McBeal, and Carrie from "Sex
in the City" do not appeal to
a younger audience. Well,
speak for yourself, my friends
and I love these shows as well
as the actors in them.
Age does not make a differ
ence to us. I feel that Valle sees
that while her opinion may be
true in some cases; it is not
true for all.
If perhaps the popular
opinion were that older
women are being portrayed in
roles that are too sexy, then
that is what the article I just

read would be agreeing with.
I believe that people who
are writing articles for an
opinion section should write
about the other side of what
society has been brainwashed
to believe.
Respectfully,
Summer Day

AnnA' % f^yc4ile«
and Capd feacTinc
944-5854
W9LHankgWay

y
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Continued from tpage 9
credibility, Vice President Gore
is clearly lacking. His reputa
tion for embellishing and
stretching the truth is long
standing. While most of Gore's
exaggerations have been incon
sequential, they reveal a pattern
that could be destructive for a
president.
Take the current situation in
the Middle East. If the United
States is to serve as an "honest
broker" in the peace process,
both sides must know that the
president is being straightfor
ward and honest as a mediator.
Even the slightest embellish
ment could destroy any fragile
relationship that may redevel
op.
Gore has already damaged
his credibility in foreign affairs,
especially with China and Rus
sia. In 1992, Clinton and Gore
promised to condition favor
able trade terms with repressive
regimes such as China on re
spect for human rights, political
liberalization and responsible
international conduct. Yet the
administration has pursued
permanent trade relations with
China with no discernable im
provements in China's human
rights record.
In 1995 Vice President Gore
signed a secret agreement with
Russian Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin that allowed
Russia to receive U.S. support
despite the nation's continued
sale of arms to Iran. The Clin
ton-Gore administration also
turned a blind eye when Rus
sia violated that agreement last
year. Why should either of these
countries take Gore seriously?
The most important function
of the presidency is leadership
in foreign affairs. Gore is cer
tainly knowledgeable and ex
perienced, but recent history
shows those qualities are not vi
tal. Both candidates will wrap
themselves in advisors with
vast amounts of knowledge
and experience. One can learn
knowledge and gain experi
ence, but one cannot learn char
acter and credibility.
Keep foreign policy in mind
when you vote Nov. 7. Domes
tic plans and campaign promis
es usually lie in tatters when
Congress is done with them.
Fine with me — significant
parts of Bush's domestic plan
trouble me. But what troubles
me more is the specter of a man
who has questionable credibili
ty and honesty. That man is our
vice president.
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Girlfight showcases new, mesmerizing teenage tale
CARLENE MACMILLAN

Harvard Crimson

(U-WIRE) CAMBRIDGE,
Mass. - Don't expect anyone
from Dawson's Creek to be
moonlighting in "Girlfight,"
the latest coming-of-age
teenage tale, starring new
comer Michelle Rodriguez.
Wearing army fatigues and
sweats instead of the requisite
cleavage bearing tank top,
Rodriguez delivers a mesmer
izing and fiery performance,
not to mention a mean lefthook.
As Diana, a troubled teen
from Red Hook, a rough
Brooklyn neighborhood, Ro
driguez finds her salvation in
the predominantly male
world of amateur boxing.
Capitalizing on this world
of precise grace and raw ag
gression, Director Karyn
Kusama throws sexual stereo
types and cinematic genres
into the ring, creating a match
I can't help but cheer loudly
for.
Audiences at this year's
Sundance Film Festival

couldn't either; "Girlfight" is
co-winner of the Grand Jury
Prize at this prestigious inde
pendent film festival.
Like many indie films,
"Girlfight" works primarily
as a character-driven piece.
For example, Diana's love in
terest and fellow boxer, Adri
an, played by Santiago Dou
glas, must be the most
attractive guy I have seen on
the big screen in a long time.
No, I don't mean he's hot in
that Ryan Phillippe kind of
way. A perfect blend of testos
terone and fragility, Adrian
easily wins Diana's heart; so
what if she can kick his ass in
the ring?
Their love story under
scores the Rocky-esque at
mosphere of the film, impart
ing it with that coveted
action-film and chick flick dy
namic.
But unlike "Gladiator" or
"Braveheart," the protago
nist, refreshingly, does not
have a Y chromosome. She
owns her unmistakable femi
ninity and her bulging biceps
equally, discovering what it

Michelle Rodriguez and Santiago Douglas steam up the screen in the new teenage tale, "Girlfight."

means to be a modern
woman, and, more impor
tantly, what it means to be
herself.
Like Diana, the movie re
fuses to be confined by tradi

tional definitions. With its
charged brawls and minimal
ist cinematography, "Girl
fight" is as much Jerry
Springer as it is artsy indie
flick.

And while Diana's high
school friends don't exactly
look as saccharine as the
Clueless chicks, "Girlfight's"
youthful cast and plot often
See "Girlfight,"page 13

Restaurant Review

Flowering restaurant amidst downtown bustle
MICHELLE-ELIZABETH VALLE

Staff Writer

Location: 126 E. Market
St.
Hours: M-F:ll:30 a.m.8 p.m., private parties
on weekends
(209)463-6477
Payment: Cash or
credit card

Settled amidst the heart of
downtown is a quaint Fil
ipino restaurant. Aside from
it's lavender sign, Orchid's
blends in with the drab sur
roundings of Downtown
Stockton.
What's inside is a different
matter. Inside the plain brick
building is a treasure of Fil

ipino cuisine.
For the nostalgic Filipino
college student, this place is
for you. It is the home away
from home in terms of cook
ing. For all others unfamiliar
with this type of food, it is a
place to try new and tasty
dishes.
Orchid's named after a
flower grown all over the
Philippine Islands is a restau
rant located on East Market
Street right off of El Dorado
Street.
Just blocks away from
many businesses - including
The Record, Washington Mu
tual Bank, and the courthouse
- Orchid's is an ideal lun
cheon spot for many busi
nesses, workers, and anyone
who happens to be down
town in need of a good meal.
Current owner and opera
tor, Tina dela Rosa, opened

the restaurant three years ago meat in a thick gravy-type a dish that consists of beef
cubes, potatoes and spices
after selling her locally famed sauce.
If that doesn't tempt you, cooked in a tomato sauce.
restaurant "Best Lumpia" on
See Orchid, page 12
Thornton Road to her brother. then the kaldareta will. It is
A
co-partner,
Reno
Berbano, was supposed to be
part of the opening and oper
ation of Orchid's, but backed
out before the restaurant even
opened.
Now, if you are a college
student in dire need of a good
meal on a low budget, Or
chid's is the restaurant to go
to. It has high elegance and
class at reasonable prices.
Lunch buffet costs only $4.99
and ends at 2 p.m.
Here are a few dishes in
cluded in the lunch buffet:
There is chicken or pork
adobo (depending on the
day) cooked in white vinegar
and soy sauce.
Spices are added and the
end result is delicious tender Orchid's is a worthwhile restaurant with a tasty Filipino cuisine.

UOP enjoys hangin' with Mr. Curry at Homecomin
Curry show seemed to attract a
much more diverse audience.
Curry is currently touring
On Sat., Oct. 21st Comedian both colleges and night-clubs.
Mark Curry graced the Faye As he is from Oakland, in the
Spanos Concert Hall stage with bay area, Curry did know of
almost two hours of a non-stop UOP.
gut-busting performance that
The main thing Curry recotleft mouths aching from laugh nized, though, was the school
ing so long.
being noted for previously be
The opening act for Mr. Cur ing home to a number one
ry consisted of a duo perfor draft-pick for the NBA, Michael
mance by the talented Eric Guz Olowokandi. After the show,
man and Martin King in an act Curry went back to Oakland to
entitled, "Mo-Town and More." spend some time with his famTheir hilarious comedy act ily.
was done to MoTown music
Junior Cheryl Cheah com
such as "R.E.S.P.E.C.T" and mented, "I've seen him on T.V.
"Kung-Foo Fighting." This and a friend of mine saw him
fresh new talent had the audi perform and told me he was
ence clapping and laughing as pretty good."
they watched them perform—
Parents of senior Kimberly
even in drag. ASUOP certainly Woodward also noted, "He's
chose the right people to open fantastic. We really like him.
for such a great comedian as He's really funny!"
Curry.
After the show Curry said,
Curry's interactive style "The audience was excellent—
brought the audience closer to a good, receptive group!
him as they shared each of his
Curry's short-term plans
jokes with him virtually on an consist of finishing his degree in
one-to-one level.
Communication at Cal-State
His show consisted of a vari Hayward and eventually teach
ety of jokes from those on crack ing there.
addicts on Halloween, cops in
Further from that, Curry sees
Oakland, helicopters in the himself down the line as a "suc
'hood to DeVry commercials cessful movie star with ten
and steroid-driven athletes par kids." He is currently the host
ticipating in the Olympics.
of a network show entitled,
As opposed to the crowd at "Don't Forget Your Tooth
the Bill Mahr performance, the brush."
KHALEDA ATTA
A&E Editor

Mark Curry pauses for a moment during his entertaining show.
are vegetarian, the vegetarian
lunch would do well. It costs
Continued from page 11
only $2.99 and consists of
Pakbet, another item in the vegetable lumpia, pancit and
lunch buffet, can be consid rice.
ered a type of vegetarian
If you're here after lunch
dish. This dish consists of dela Rosa recommends order
eggplant, bittermelon, okra, ing a dinner combination
squash and long beans plate, which costs $5.95.
cooked in a type of shrimp
The combination plate
paste. There is no beef, chick comes with four lumpia rolls,
en, pork or pieces of shrimp pancit (which is like a
in the dish.
chowmein dish, but less
Alone, the above dishes thick), steamed rice and a
would cost around $4 to choice of adobo, barbecue,
$4.25. It's well worth getting pork menudo, kaldareta or
the buffet, because there is dinuguan. Dinuguan is simi
such a variety of dishes to lar to Kaldareta, but contains
choose from. For those who pork rather than beef and is

Orchid.

REGENCY CINEMAS 4
7809 ETNA LANE, STOCKTON - 957-8S2

slightly richer.
Although many of the
dishes offered were quite
good, nothing can compare to
the barbecue that Orchid's
has to offer.
The barbecue consists of
strips of pork marinated in a
house sauce (which includes
some ingredients such as
brown sugar, garlic, and pep
per) grilled and topped with a
barbecue sauce which in
cludes the marinade. The
pork barbecue dish costs
$4.25 and comes with
steamed rice.
When asked why the prices
were so low, dela Rosa

replied, "We've kept the same
prices when we owned Best
Lumpia. We just never got to
changing them."
Eating at the restaurant is
a pleasure. Traditional Fil
ipino decked the walls and
the dining area is spacious
enough to cater to large
crowds without getting too
crowded itself. The atmos
phere, combined with the
tasty food creates a wonder
ful ambiance.
I give Orchid's a rating of
three and a half chefs out of a
total of five for their service
and the amount of tradition
al dishes on the menu.

S4.50 DAILY BARGAIN MATINEES BEFORE !
Showtimes good for Friday 9/15 - Thursday S
For on screen advertising information call 1-800-4 '
Visit us at, www signaturetheatres co ••

Top Ten
Top Ten treats
you hope you
DON'T get this
Halloween
10. Not So
Good & Plenty
9. Candy
Creamed Corn
8. Eminem's
(Won't melt in
your mouth, but
will make you
curse like a
sailor!)
7. ReeseslCan't
Believe It's Not
Peanut Butter
Cups
6. Crack Baby
Ruth
5. Hershey
Kisses of Death
4. Gummi Boy
Bands
3. Mike -n- Ike
Turner's
2. Those generic
orange and
black wrappered
wads of junk
1. Pop A Cap in
Yo'Ass Rocks
Compiled by
Brad Franca

Fa I I 2 000
Liit your event in The Pacifican's calendar FREE. Call Khaleda at 946-2115 and leave details of your event.

Fall Film Series 2000
October 27-29
"Evil Dead Trilogy"
October 31
Costume Party Surprise
Halloween
November 3-5
"Lady from Shanghai"
November 10-12
"Sanjuro"
November 17-19
"Reservoir Dogs"
December 1-3
"The Trial"

"Girlfight"

Continues from page 11
veer into teenybopper territo
ry. Ultimately, however, Di
ana trades her sassy catfights
for the more sophisticated
gender-blind featherweight
boxing circuit.
Her subsequent struggle ta
be accepted by both the allmale boxing club and by her
own father allows the film an
emotional depth that strikes a
chord with viewers who
graduated long before high
school involved metal detec
tors.
Some elements do feel
forced and cliched, such as
Tiny, Diana's brother, played
by Ray Santiago, who is stuck
taking boxing lessons when
he'd rather be designing fash
ions.'

December 8-10
"Yojimbo"

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!
Mexico, the Caribbean, or
Jamaica $250 round trip.
Hawaii $119 one way.
Other worldwide destina
Hons cheap. Book tickets
on-line www.airtech.com or
(800) 575-TECH.

Tracy Linden areas.
Research based in-home
training program featuring
positive behavioral tech
niques. No experience req'd,
training provided. Must be
energetic and responsible.
10-20 hrs/week. $8-$10 /hr.
Academic credit may be
available. Karlie 993-9433 or
Marisela 993-9733 at Thera
peutic Pathways (572-2589).
1518 Coffee Rd.
Modesto, Ca
95355.

Employment Opportunity
Students needed to work
one-on-one. Teaching assis
tance with young children
with autism. Stockton

Artists Needed
Artists to paint mural in the
UC's, this is a paid position.
Contact Bobby MaGee at
547-1184.

Classifieds

Yet, for the most part
Kusama avoids many of the
tired conventions of the gen
res this film invokes. Unlike,
say, "She's All That," Diana's
transformation from an offen
sive and frightening bitch
into a beautiful and self-as
sured woman does not in
volve suddenly putting on
lipstick and high heels.
Instead, the way she ma
nipulates her dark, piercing
eyes, which are emphasized
throughout the film, does the
trick.
And although I refuse to
buy that Diana and her im
posing boyfriend would be'
boxing in the same weight
class, Diana's fight scenes
with him and others thankful
ly skip the gratuitous melo
drama plaguing many of the
battles in typical action films.

Photo of the Week

Omega Phi
Alpha's,
Spencer
Beasley, gives
the crowd a
nice little wave
during their
performance in
Greek Week's
Annual Lip
Sync. Omega
finished as 3rd
runner-up.

Wmimrnm

Entertainment in the Area

October 20,21,27 and 28
"School for Scandal"
Long Theatre
8 p.m.
October 27-29
"The Secret Garden"
Hutchins Street
Square Performing Arts
Main Theatre
8 p.m.,
$15.00 general admission
$12.00 for students and
Seniors.
For more information
call(20c>) 339-8119.

However, there are a few scenes, but there is so much
gratuitous shots of toned men passion and personality that
with their shirts off. Perhaps it doesn't matter (oh, and
this acts as a subtle reminder there is this one girl-on-girl
that the director is female. boxing match that you'll ei
Furthermore, one could right ther find quite disturbing or a
ly argue that many women, big turn-on).
including ardent feminists,
When I told a friend that I
would easily relate to Diana's was going to see this movie,
plight.
he remarked, "Girlfight - that
But men, don't get the sounds HOT!" Indeed, it is.
wrong idea here; this is not a So, don't waste time, go see it.
film that is trying to win the
Gloria Steinem seal of ap
46 YEARS of QUALITY
proval.
Women are not objectified,
"MannyY
the prettiest girl loses, and
there aren't raunchy sex

Drive Thru Espresso

SAN FELIPE
CR1LL
• Whole Rotisserie Chicken
• Famous Fresh Fish Tacos
• World's First Oyster Borrito
• Grilled Garlic Prawns
• Black Beans
• Came Asada (gritted steak}
• Carnitos (roast pork)

ExjteitteKce It Taste!
Our lyestwk h fed the pares! natural feeds,
willies! the use sf hormones or antibiotics

50% lewu in satiated let liso soybean oil,
peanut, or oiite oil.

J .I M l ; u l i a

952-6261

4601 Pacific Ave.

(one block south of March Lane)

Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Marinated
Carved from the Bone

Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
from our Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BLT
Hand cut Apple Smoked Bacon

Always Fresh From the Sea
Fish-N-Chips
Oysters-N-Cntps
Fish Sandwich

AU served with cole slaw.

Steamed Artichokes .
We use only 100% Canola Oil,
NOT hydrogenated. 50% Lower
in Saturated FAT than Soybean
Oil, Peanut or Olive Oil.

1612 Pacific Ave.

463-6415

ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard
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Pacific breaks 19-year tradition with win over Alumni
break opportunity. The Tiger's
Chen would convert twice more
Saturday Oct. 21 will forev in the quarter and Padfic would
er live in the memories of those eventually take a 5-2 lead into
affiliated with Pacific Lacrosse. halftime.
UOP opened up the third
Two long-standing traditions
came to a close on that day. For quarter with Chen and midfield
years the insurmountable obsta er Joe Kellar stretching the Tiger
cle for the Tigers has been those lead to 7-2. Pacific's Komppa
Alumni Wombats. The streak of would answer back with two
losses to the alumni team has goals ito bring the lead back to
streached for 19 years, dating 9-4 entering the final quarter of
back before the birth of many of play.
Alumnus Uriah Delozier '99
the Tigers current players.
But this like any other streak is scored and drew the game to
made to be broken, and it hap within two goals with seven
pened in the first Alumni Game minutes to play. Komppa's final
of the 21st Century. Pacific bullet, a low underhand shot on
chalked up its first goal on the a man-up opportunity with two
ensuing man-up situation seven minutes remaining in the game,
minutes into the game. Fresh-' dashed any hopes of an Alumni
man attackman Eric Komppa comeback, ending the Wombat
converted off a rebound from run of dominance at 19 years.
Pacific will face a rigorous set
Alumni Goalie Kevin Smith, to
of challenges as their Fall presea
find the net.
Five minutes later, Tiger mid son schedule continues on Satur
fielder Nick Robertson scored day, October 28th at the UC
with a feed from 2000 Confer Davis NorCal Invitational tour
ence All-Star Jeff Lum. Pacific nament. The Tigers will open
dosed out the quarter with a 2-0 round-robin play with division
al rival St. Mary's College, and
lead.
Pacific would strike again then move on to face No. 2 na
with attackman Eric Chen's first tionally ranked Sonoma State
tally of the game on an unassist University, followed by No. 20
ed drive.With 4:20 left in the half, Santa Clara University.
the Alumni converted on a fast

PACIFICAN

Members of the Pacific Tigers
and Alumni Wombats faceoff on Zuckerman field last
Saturday. The Tigers beat the
alumni team for the first time
in 19 years.

he future is yours
r t it w i t h us!
MA in Counseling Psychology *
MA in Organizational Psychology
in Sport Psychology
Doctor Of Psychology (PsyDj *'
GRADUATE SCHOui OF fKOI-fcSslOhAi. PsrCitOLUGt and JHSU cAKttK ctmtK

OPEN HOUSE

Friday, Novembei 3, 6:30

8:30 pm

Orinda campus, Room 201

925.254.0110

Join us for a provocative talk about careers in psychology
Kent Greliing, PhD.
Satisfies the educational requirements tor MFT licensure
Satisfies the educational requirements tor licensure as a psychologist.

WA5C

please call yZS.258.251 /
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Volleyball

Continued from page 20
the bewildered Gauchos for
two of the first three Pacific
points of the third game. In
what would prove to be the fi
nal game of the match, the
Tigers supplanted defense
with a punishing offense that
would hammer down 28 kills
in the game that Pacific would
go on to win 15-11.
In the sweep, Pacific was
led by Shinn who did indeed
get her victory over UCSB, not
to mention match-highs of 20
kills and 27 digs. If senior
Shinn represented the old
Tigers, the new were repre
sented just as well by fresh
man Jennifer Joines, currently
third in the entire nation in
blocks, who added four more
to compliment her career-high
19 kills. Not to be outdone, se
nior Kara Gormsen set a mag
nificent match, tallying 66 as
sists, not to mention 15 digs
and a pair of timely blocks.
So now that Pacific had
avenged their loss to UCSB,
and become outright leaders
of the Big West Conference,
the only question remaining
was how long the Tigers
would go before they lost even
so much as a game. Saturday

night a reeling Cal Poly team
came into town to see if they
perhaps held the answer.
They did not.
When junior Courtney
Miller opened the match with
an ace, the tone was set right
away. For whatever the Tigers
would dish out, Cal Poly had
nothing to return. In fact the
Mustangs barely escaped
dropping the first game 15love, mustering a single point
sandwiched between Pacific
runs of eight and seven points
(nine if you count the first two
points of game two).
What would follow would
be a dismantling of epic pro
portions, perhaps as lopsided
a victory as the Tigers have
earned to date this season. In
sweeping the Mustangs, Pacif
ic allowed just 11 points (15-1,
15-4,15-6), holding Cal Poly to
a -.010 hitting percentage. In
the blowout, the Tigers outkilled the Mustangs 51-19,
out-dug them 51-38, and fired
off seven aces to Cal Poly's
one.
Once again it was Shinn
who led the Tigers' attack with
11 kills and nine digs, and in
the process earning her first
ever Big West Conference
Player of the Week honors for
her efforts.

THE PACIFIC!

Money Shot

"Go Tigers!
Pep band

members get
wild at the
Pacific
volleyball garni|
last Saturday ^
during
Homecoming.

Your Most
Refreshing Course
Coca-Cola Company is looking for a student rep
on this campus. It's a great job with a great
company on a great campus.
To be a Coca-Cola Campus Marketing Manager,
you must be a full-time student and be totally
tuned in to all aspects of campus life.
Voull need good marketing skills, as well as strong
organizational abilities. You'll be called on to identify
marketing opportunities and to present, sell, and
promote Coca-Cola brands on campus.
If you're up to the challenge and are
looking for real world experience, visit us at
www.edventurepartners com/cmm for all the details,
job requirements and application procedures.

Great JDr ink.,
Great Job

Each Campus Marketing Manager wfl.1 be employed by the local Coca-Cola bottler, which Is *i equal opportunity
employer.
01999-Tho Coca-Cola Company 'Coca-Cola.' the Dynamic Ribbon device, the Contour Bottle design, the Red Disk
Icon are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company
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games was quickly shot
down. Within 24 hours, the
Continued from page 19
ladies switched gears from a
her state of mind was focused fired-up and intense win to a
far from the throbbing pain of less fortunate and fatigue loss.
"If we played Stan
her knee.
The game concluded ford on Friday with fresh feet
with five chosen players from as our first match, we would
each team hoping to score have won. It wasn't the fact
from the stroke line against that they played a great game
each goalkeeper. Scoring for of hockey, we made errors and
Pacific were Leanne Tarr, were not at the level we were
Cathryn Perkins and Monica the day before,"said Giovanna
Tripianno.
Douglas.
The sweetness of Fri
While the celebration
continued for hours and hours day's match will parallel to
post game, the following day, what the future games will en
Saturday Oct. 21 was a time tail. The remainder of the sea
where the fun and games had son can only mean one thing;
to end. The Pacific Tigers victory. The Pacific field hock
hosted Stanford University on ey team will take nothing less
Brookside Field at 1:00. Pacif than winning games from
ic fell behind and lacked the now until the end. This Satur
power to win as they did the day, Pacific will travel to Stan
day before. The end score was ford's turf field and show
4-0, Stanford won and the ex them who's boss (sorry Bruce
citement for hopeful future Springstein).

Field

Hockey

PAGE 17

Men's Water Polo
j

Sergey Bushev winds up for an attack in the zone against a tournament foe last weekend.

Water Polo's NorCal tourney
brings big players to the pool
RYAN TEDARDS
Staff Writer

5'2 sophomore Ashley Murin dives to steal the ball.

Pacific
Athletic
Schedule
Thursday 10/26/00
Women's Volleyball vs. UC Irvine

Spanos Center, 7 p.m.

Swimming vs. California
Kjeldsen Pool, 2 p.m.
Saturday 10/28/00
Field Hockey at Stanford
Stafford, 11 a.m.

It was Homecoming week
end and the Pacific Men's Wa
ter Polo team was busy mak
ing waves in the pool by
posting a ninth place finish in
the Norcal Tournament held
on the UOP campus.
Pacific started the tourna
ment off on the wrong foot by
losing to Pepperdine 5-3 on
Saturday. Sergey Bushuev,
Danny Johnson, and Eddie
Wisniewski all scored for the
Tigers who never led in the
game. Pacific though was
able to redeem itself by de
feating UC Santa Cruz later in
the afternoon, serving up
Boardwalk crew by a score of
10-4. Chris Spencer and Chris
Nowak each pulled a hat
trick. As the Tiger's goalies,
Ryan Brown and Eric Bahneman needed to stop only two
shots as Pacific defense really
stepped up.
On Sunday the Tigers came
out ready to play as they de

feated Cal Baptist in a shoot
out 10-9. Bushuev led the
scoring attack for the Tigers
with three, Wisniewski fired
in two, and Sasha Maese
scored two himself as Pacific
had 26 shots on goal. Brown
saved ten shots in a wild vic
tory for the Tigers.
The final match-up for the
Tigers put them against UC
Santa Barbara, which was the
9th place game. In a wild, Chris Lundfrom Pacific.
shot frenzy affair saw the
Group A
Tigers pull out a 7-6 win in
UCLA • 4-0
overtime. Chris Lund paced
Pepperdine • 2-1
Pacific with two goals, but it
Pacific • 3-1
UC Santa Cruz 1-3
was Nowak's game winning
Group B
goal in the first overtime that
USC
• 3-1
sealed the deal for the Tigers.
Long Beach State • 2-2
Andrew Fedders stared for
UC Santa Barbara • 2-2
Santa Barbara by stopping 20
Santa Clara • 0-4
Group C
Tiger shots.
Stanford • 3-1
The winners of the Norcal
UC Irvine • 3-1
Tournament were the UCLA
Loyola Marymount • 2-2
Bruins who defeated the USC
UC Davis • 1-3
Trojans 11-9. Sean Kern led a
Group D
California • 2-2
balanced Bruin attack with
UC San Diego • 1-3
three goals, as UCLA comfort
Cal Baptist • 1-3
ably took this one as they held
Air Force • 2-2
an 8-3 lead at the half.

Free personal mail account
Up to the minute sports and events
Polls, Calendar, Classifieds
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Women's Soccer

Pacific ends home
season with a win
COLIN TEDARDS
Staff Writer

Pacific's women soccer team
came home this week and had
to fend off a heard of Broncos
and a team of Vandals to im
prove to 8-6-2 overall and 3-3-1
in the Big West Conference.
The Idaho Vandals proved a
worthy opponent as they bat
tled the Tigers through two
overtimes when the game fi
nally ended in a 1-1 tie.
"It was a good battle," head
coach Keith Coleman said after
the game.
Senior K] Nishikawa (Kaneohe, Haw.) scored the games
first and only goal for the
Tigers mid way through the
first half.
The Tigers then caught a
break when Idaho's Jaclyn Pelton scored a goal, but was nul
lified because the Vandals were
caught offside. However the
Vandals came back and scored
a legitimate goal when Jennifer
Kiebel scored off a corner kick
with two minutes remaining in
the first half.
The second half and over
times were owned by the goal
keepers of both teams. Pacific
Senior Melissa Montgomery
(Ojai, Calif.) started her first
game of the year and had 13
saves including several crucial
saves in both overtime periods.
Idaho's sophomore goal
keeper Jenell Miller was equal
ly impressive recording seven
saves and fending off several
shots in the overtime periods,

Brooke Kentera receives a
pass from Becky Moffit in
Stagg Stadium.
Pacific soccer is now 8-6-2
overall and 3-3-1 as the sea
son draws to a close.
Mariah Metras helped the
Tigers to a 2-1 victory in their
last home game of2000.

by the pool. UOP will be
back home soon.
Continued from page 20
Speaking of Relaxation
The Baun Fitness Center is
the proud alumni and the
spirit infested students. Peo hosting free 15 minute mas
ple sang the fight song, wore sages for its members on
their orange and black and Halloween for a special treat.
celebrated UOP. Danielle What a great way to relieve
Shinn, senior volleyballer, the tension that I am sure
even won the crown as the you have been building up
waiting for the elusive Mid
2000 Homecoming Queen.
night
Madness to hit-cam
Unfortunately a week as
compacted with athletic cel pus.
Pacific's Angels
ebration is usually followed
As women's week comes
with an anticlimactic byeweek. Volleyball will put on to a close on campus, it is
a show Thursday night and time to recognize the out
then swimming is the name standing ladies involved in
of the game for the rest of the Pacific Athletics. The 2000weekend in a co-ed meet 2001 sports year marks the
Anniversary
of
against Cal (down with 25th
Women's Athletics at Pacific.
Da'Bears!). Relax Pacific
25 years of outstanding per
fans, recount the homecom
formances by volleyball,
ing glories of your favorite
field hockey, basketball, soft
team and work on your tan

Sideline

M
-ft

*
*viL

ball, water polo, tennis and
cross country teams.
There are too many heroes
in the foundation of
women's athletics at UOP to
mention in this column.
From inspirational coaches
to team leaders who have
carried the program through
hard times, there have been
leading ladies in each sport.
In the last 25 year's Parific
has
produced
two
Olympians (Elaina Oden
and Jayne Gibson-McHough
in volleyball) and numerous
professional athletes(Brandi
MacArthur
and
Elsa
Steggman most recently).
From the hallowed athletic
halls have emerged count
less coaches, athletic direc
tors and community leaders.
Ladies, keep up the good
work. We will be watching.

which were dominated
Tigers.
"We were unlucky
I felt we dominated the :
half and overtime pei
coach Coleman said al
game.
The Tigers may have be.
bit unlucky in Friday s g
were all but that in Sund
game against Boise State.
On a day that honors
niors Vanessa Brumer (S
Rosa, Calif.), Brooke Ker
(Solano Beach, Calif-), M*
Montgomery (Ojai, Calif.
KJ Nishikawa (Kanoehe, r
before the game, it wa:
freshman that shined fo
Tigers in the final home s
of the season.
Freshman Gabby Ol:
(Gilroy, Calif.) had a b:
away goal that was assist;
freshman Misty Preciad
Verne, Calif.). Olivares
added to her team lea
points when she assisted r
man Lucera Gallegos (Lc:
geles, Calif.) on her goal - J
the first half.
The Broncos scored la:the were no match for
Tigers who held on for th
victory.
"Our young players
stepped up and played vvt
season long," coach Cole
said.
The home games are
for the Tigers but more ga
await on the road, includ:
match against division ;
Utah State on Friday Oct
27.

Pacific Campus
Recreation
This season's flag football championships will be taking place on Oc
ber 29 under the lights at Stagg Stadium. The play-off schedule is as folic
For Men's A, Phi Delt vs. Kappa Psi and Archania vs. Pike. For Men's B, F
ley Guys vs. Pike B and 1868 vs. Phi Delt. For Co-Rec, Big Staff v
Pike/Theta and Woman's NKO vs. DG.
On October 26, at 9:00 p.m. the European 69ers will be competing vv:
Do Majedo for the Men's A championship soccer title.
In Baun Fitness News, the Woman's Self-defense class will held on N
vember 12 from 1-4 p.m. Sign up at the Baun Fitness Center for $5. Free
minute massages will be offered as a Halloween treat on October 31. Si.
up for an appointment the day before.
Are you interested in becoming an aerobic instructor? If so AFAA is
ering primary certification on Saturday, December 9 from 9 a.m. to 6 re
in the Main Gym.
The tenrus courts are open to student use at these times:
Monday to Thursday 6:00 -11:00 p.m., Friday 6:00 - 9:00 p.m., Saturd 12:00 - 7:00 p.m., Sunday 12:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Congratulations to Campus Recreation for taking second place in th-.
Homecoming Golf Cart Parade.
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|Sophomore Nicolette Wiegand guards the ball from Davidson in last Friday's game.

Field Hockey tastes success
IjuuE WEINBERG
|Staff Writer

The smell of something
I kind was in the air on Friday,
jOct. 20 at Brookside field.
|Was it excitement among the
Iactive participants in the
I Greek week softball tournaI ment? Maybe it was the enerIgy of the sunlight that hit the
|faces of everybody who was
I lucky enough to be outside. I
[have a feeling.
It was neither of these.
I Rather, it was the kind smell of
[sweat, tears and glory. The
[ smell was sweet and definite|ly well deserved to 23 young
|field hockey players and also
[to the undying support of
their families, friends and
[coaches who were able to
[view a spectacular game last
|Friday.
There was nothing normal
[about this particular field
[hockey game. The match
|within two 35 minutes halves
[turned into a thrilling chal[lenge that lasted almost two
|and half hours. Round One:
[The first 15 minute overtime
|ended with the score tied at 4[4. Round two: The next 15
|minute overtime ended with
[the score tied at 4-4. Round
I three:
Davidson shoots, Beach
[saves, Pacific shoots, goal
[scored. Davidson shoots,
[Beach saves, Pacific shoots,
|goal scored. There is a pattern
here and within this pattern, I
think you can figure out the
outcome to sweetest game of
I the year.
The ability of the Tigers
I field hockey team to set their
mind each and every week
! into a positive attitude is in

credible. The "yo-yo" season
that has been created by the
team is somewhat mind-blow
ing. Despite the current
record and continual losing
streak, each week, the team fo
cuses only on the upcoming
game . The possibility of al
lowing the frustration from
past games to get involved
with the current is not an issue
for these ladies. That alone is
admirable and extremely diffi
cult to achieve. With this ap
propriate mindset, along with
their ability to play the game, Noelle Adamek in the corner.
inevitably this is the most im
portant combination for a vic to play back," said Sopho
more, Ashley Murin.
tory.
As the second half conclud
The four goals were scored
by Beth Vechinski, Cameron ed with a 4-4 tied score, the
Kato, Elizabeth Walker and only answer was to fight even
Cathryn Perkins. The four harder in a 15 minute over
goals that shot passed keeper time session. Within this short
Lisa Beach was merely a warm time, Pacific demonstrated
up for the real test during the how to play a clear, crisp and
stroke shoot out. By far, there intense game. Davidson also
is something to be said about put the pressure on and made
Beach's positive attitude and it difficult for Pacific to score.
ability to dive, stop and clear. The second 15 minute over
She never fails to come time was soon in affect and
through for the team on the played at a higher level than
highest level with strength of the one before.
"Nervous? Nervous wasn't
a champion and the skills of
an incredible field hockey goal even in my vocabulary. I
could have been admitted to
keeper.
"This game was a way for the hospital for an anxiety at
the us to come together as a tack," said an overly zealous
team, play together and make fan at the beginning of the sec
it happen," said Sophomore, ond 15 minute overtime.
Junior, Giovanna Tripiano
Nicolette Weigand.
Ashley Murin was pushed showed an extreme amount of
back and played a remarkable enthusiasm to win while she
game as right defender. She played at a high degree of in
was able to bring her strength tensity. The thought of her re
up the field to the forward cent knee injury did not detain
line. "It was a different game her mentally or physically
for me, playing a defender. I from playing the game she
enjoyed it and after a few min knows she can. Tripianno ex
utes, my comfort level in hibited impeccable skills and
creased along with my ability
See Field Hockey, page 17

Big West
IRVINE, Calif. — Senior Danielle Shinn (Arnold, Calif.) re
ceived Big West women's volleyball Player of the Week hon
ors for the week of Oct. 23. Shinn becomes the third Pacific
player this season to garner the honors following Kara Gormsen (9/3) and Jennifer Joines (10/9).
For the week Shinn averaged 5.17 kills per game and 6.00
digs per game. She played a big role in Pacific's 3-0 victory
over UC Santa Barbara, which helped propel the Tigers into
sole possession of first place in the Big West at 8-1. Shinn had
20 kills, a career-high 27 digs and four assists against No. 12
UC Santa Barbara in that contest. She also led the team in
kills against Cal Poly with 11 on the night, along with nine
digs.
Women's Volleyball
STOCKTON, Calif. — No. 14 Pacific won its eighth match
in a row and for the 12th time in 13 matches as it overpow
ered Cal Poly 3-0 (15-1,15-4,15-6) on Saturday night at the
Alex G. Spanos Center. The Tigers have won 24 straight
games during the course of the eight match winning streak.
Pacific was led by senior setter Kara Gormsen (Stockton,
Calif.) who had 36 assists, 10 digs and seven kills on the
night. Danielle Shinn (Arnold, Calif.) led the attack with 11
kills and also had nine digs, while Jamie Hamm (Bellevue,
Neb.) had a match-high 13 kills and seven digs.
Women's soccer
STOCKTON, Calif. — The Pacific women's soccer team
concluded its final match at home with a win over Boise
State, 2-1. The Tigers improve to 8-6-2 overall and 3-3-1 in Big
West Conference action.
Before the match, the Tigers celebrated the accomplish
ments of the squad's four seniors: Vanessa Brumer (Santa
Rosa, Calif.), Brooke Kentera (Solano Beach, Calif.), Melissa
Montgomery (Ojai, Calif.) and KJ Nishikawa (Kanoehe,
Haw.).
Freshman Gabby Olivares (Gilroy, Calif.) was the offensive
star for the Tigers, kicking off the scoring with a break-away
goal at 23:52 and later adding an assist in the match. Fresh
man Misty Preciado (La Verne, Calif.) assisted on Olivares'
goal. Freshman Lucera Gallegos (Los Angeles, Calif.) added
a goal at 36:08 from Olivares to make it a two-goal lead for
the Tigers.
Field Hockey
STOCKTON, Calif. — Pacific's field hockey team closed
out its home season with a 4-0 loss to Stanford Saturday Oct.
21 at Brookside field in Stockton. With the loss, the Tigers fal
to 2-12 and 2-3 in the NorPac Conference. Stanford improves
to 7-8 and 4-2 in the NorPac Conference.
Stanford jumped out to an early lead when senior Michelle
Scott scored with 27:35 remaining. Stanford built on its leac
when junior Erica Swesey scored an unassisted goal with 5:21
remaining before halftime. The Cardinal continued to domi
nate in the second half. Swesey added a second goal with
22:49 remaining, and Lauren Steward scored the final goa
with 13 minutes remaining for a 4-0 advantage.
The Tigers were out shot 13-7. Junior goalkeeper Lisa
Beach (La Verne, Calif.) recorded seven saves for the Tigers in
59 minutes of play- Junior Karis McGraw (Annapolis, MD
recorded two saves in 11 minutes of play.
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Midnight Missing?
What happened to Midnight
Mania (or Midnight Madness,
what ever it is called nowadays).
As far as we know other schools
in the nation had theirs.Scream
ing hysterical fans dutifully
filled gyms across the league to
see their bailers suit up and hit
the courts. School colors were
worn, cheerleaders were flung
into the air and spirit raffles
dolled out t-shirts and basket
balls.
But not at Pacific. Here, the
players silently donned their
costumes and began practicing
their lay-ups without the ma
nia/madness that is a NCAA
tradition. I am feeling a bit like a
who in whoville, the grinch has
stolen the day. But instead of be
ing like the whos and celebrat
ing anyway, Pacific has
shrugged their shoulders and
moved on.
This does not bode well for
future basketball attendance.
700 Club
The women's volleyball team
is on its way to a major mile
stone. If everything goes accord
ing to the plan during tonight's
game against UC Irvine then Pa
cific will have racked up 700 alltime victories in the history of
the program. 700 is a heaping
handful of wins. If my calcula
tions are correct that amounts
to about 875 hours of winning
which is 53,000 minutes of p ure
victory. Somebody had better
give these girls a vacation.
SportsCenter
Homecoming was a glorious
romp through the successes of
Pacific Athletics. The Tigers put
on a good show in all arenas for
See Sideline, page 18

Senior Staff Writer
The original was a 1951
stinker starring John Wayne as
a submarine commander, but
the most recent version is a
volleyball odyssey, one hope
fully culminating in Rich
mond, VA, site of this year's
Final Four.
Each passing weekend
brings Pacific another step
closer to realizing that goal,
and this last weekend saw the
Tigers face yet another major
hurdle standing in their way.
That hurdle came in the form
of UC Santa Barbara, the last
team to beat Pacific before
they began their current six
match winning-streak that the
Tigers took 18 games to zero.
Heading into the match the
visiting Gauchos were owners
of a 14-4 record and the No. 12
national ranking. The hosting
Tigers sported a 14-3 record
and the No. 14 ranking, were
hungry for revenge.
"I was here last year when
we lost here (to UCSB), and
last year when we lost there,"
said senior Danielle Shinn. "If
there's anybody I wanna beat,
it's them!"
No doubt Shinn echoed the
sentiment of her teammates as
well, but all the talking in the
world means nothing once
you string up the net and step

onto the court.
What
does
matter is de
fense, and the
key thus far to
Pacific's resur
gence has been
just that.
Stingy as
ever, the Pacif
ic defense al
lowed only a
single run of
more than two
points, nine
times limiting
UC Santa Bar
bara to just a
single point
before striking
back with a
score of their
own.
Freshman
Misty Swails'
ace in the
opening game
capped a 9-2
Pacific run as
the crowd of
better
than Jennifer Joines tips one dodging a UCSB blocker as Kara Gormsen looks on.
2100 roared
fight they could, trading points before Pacific mate
their approval, making it clear
punches, and matching Pacific to seal the deal 18-16.
to the Gauchos that their own
blow for blow in game two.
Hoping to slam the (
Thunderdome was hardly the
The Tigers jumped out to an 8- shut on Santa Barbara bel
only menacing arena to visit in 4 lead before UCSB roared
they could attempt to M
the Big West.
back to go up 12-8. Neither a comeback, Swails
With the first game going
team was willing to give so made use of her sen
15-6 in favor of the Tigers, UC
much as an inch as they bat prowess, dropping acesI
Santa Barbara mustered all the
tled beyond the requisite 15
See Volleyball, pa
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In a race that's too
close to call,
Karenna Gore and
George P. Gush work
togetyonrvote.

NATIONAL
I PUERTO RICAN
OA* PARAOE

GUEST OF
HONOR
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PERSONALITY PROFI L
T

he Democratic and Republican parties are relying on a pair of secret weapor
Imake you vote next week: George P. Bush and Karenna Gore. Bush, known as
(for Prescott) and Karenna, the oldest Gore daughter, have shouldered the burdf

Relate

inspiring young, mostly apathetic, voters to get involved—and in the process, v
their respective relative.
Both Karenna, 27, and George R, 24, have made media waves in the 2000 prtial campaign as much for their good looks as for their political clout.

George P. Bush

Karenna Gore Schiff

G

S

eorge R Bush is the son of Florida Governor Jeb Bush, the
nephew of Texas Governor and would-be president George W.
Bush, and the grandson of former president George Bush. In
short, he's no stranger to politics. "P," as he is known, has hit the
campaign trail many times in the past, but this year he helps with
two things uncle George Dubya can't live without—both the
Latino and the Gen Y vote,
crucial factors in the elec
tion. George P.'s mother,
Columba, is a native of
Mexico, a circumstance
both nephew and uncle
aren't shy about sharing.
"I think that because of
my age and because of my
Latin heritage I can reach
out to groups that—let's
be honest—the
Republican Party has not
always reached out to," George P. has said.
The heir to the Bush dynasty and one of
People magazine's Sexiest Bachelors has been
stumping for his uncle since the New
Hampshire primaries last winter, making
speeches and starring in television ads sprin
kled with Spanish.
R isn't big on political specifics. His focus
is exhorting young voters, particularly college
students, to cast a ballot in November.
"As a member of our generation, if there's
one major objective of mine, it is to reverse the trend of younger
people not hitting the polls," says George R, who was selected as the
youth chairman of the Republican National Convention in
Philadelphia this year.

he's her daddy's girl, all right, but not in any way you c
expect. Karenna Gore, 27, has stepped into the limelig"
ing her father's campaign for President and proven herse " t
talented, politically savvy and extremely motivated. She se~
ed his nomination at this summer's Democratic National
Convention and became the first child of a candidate to
the convention. And she's going after young
"I think our generation is really indepenc.
minded and wants objective information. c:;
UJ
|want to just toe the party line," she said. "A
£ sometimes in our political culture there's a let
rhetoric and you can't see the contrasts c<es Karenna heads up GoreNet
(algore.com/gorenet), the Gore program to r
first-time voters and educate them on the iss j-:

With Rebecca Lieberman, Joe Lieberman's datg'
she's participated in round table discussions a .
Michigan State, Uof Wisconsin-Madis Missouri and Soutr^
Illinois University.
Ever since chile
Karenna has immerself in her father's p
world. While she was
dent at Harvard she
editing her father's
speeches, and cont
do so to this day.
offers both praise a n c
shrewd analysis after each political event, TV or radio broathat Al Gore has participated in.
School: B.A. from Harvard, majored in literature and Ame

School: Private high school in Coral Gables, Fla., graduated from
Rice University, where he was a history major.
First Job: Teaching at a public high school for at-risk, low-income
students in Miami.
Most recent job: Legal assistant at a top Los Angeles law firm
Future Plans: Law school at UT-Austin. While he hasn't ruled out
future in politics entirely, he says it seems unlikely right now.
Political Catch Phrase: Compassionate conservatism: the idea
that George W. pairs a conservative mind with a compassionate
heart. •

2 steamtunnels.net

history; graduated from Columbia Law School this past ye.
Family: Married to Dr. Andrew Schiff, a NY physician. Son
was born on July 4, 1999.
Fundraising history: To raise money for her high school s:
government, she wrestled a pig into the backseat of a car
set up a raffle for which teacher would have to kiss it.
Debate lines: At 22, she came up with the catch phrase o:
Kemp-Gore VP debate in 1996. Said Gore to Kemp: "If yc
won t use any football stories, I won't tell any warm and he
ous stories about chlorofluorocarbon abatement." •
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Stacy Shackford
Contributing Writer
Stacey, a graduate of the
University of
Massachusetts, first began
writing for her student
paper, the Daily Collegian. She's now a
reporter for the Daily Hampshire Gazette
in Northampton, Mass., where she cov
ers the police and court beats. Stacey
spent a year abroad in Athens, Greece,
where she studied archaeology and trav
eled throughout the region, visiting
Bulgaria, Turkey and other far-flung
locales. Stacey has written about every
thing from former child stars to date
rape for Steamtunnels.
School: University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, B.A. in Classics
Music: Belle and Sebastian, Rose
Melberg, Trembling Blue Stars, Pernice
Brothers and Frank Sinatra
Web sites: missprint.org,
learnlink.emory.edu/peep,
amused.com, themestream.com,
tweekitten.com

Peter Maugeri

I

Southwestern Regional
Marketing Manager
Peter works with two of
our largest circulation
newspapers: the Daily
Texan at the University of Texas-Austin,
and the Colorado Daily at
Colorado/Boulder. Peter has a B.S. in
Clinical Exercise Physiology from Boston
University, and before he joined
Steamtunnels he worked as a physical
therapist's aid. While traveling through
his territory of 11 western states he's
been training to run his first marathon.
Hometown: Wyckoff, N.J.
Favorite poets: W.B. Yeats, William
Blake
Inspirational imagery: Leaves of Grass
First car: '63 Alfa Romeo Spider, as
soon as he can get his hands on one
Favorite web site: Fleet homelink:
homelink.fleet.com
Training goal: Running the New York
City Marathon on November 5.
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Make Some Extra
Cash This Year!
Steamtunnels is hiring campus
reps and sales associates. Earn up
to $150 a week, working on a
part-time, flexible schedule.

lights Reserved

legeWebGuide.com, Inc.
n Office

I Boylston St., Suite 302
(stnut Hill, MA 02467
(617) 964-5060
(617) 964-5065
@steamtunnels.net

'ertising Sales
)ire State Building, Suite 3920
1 Fifth Avenue
'York, NY 10118

1

(212) 404-7455
(212) 404-7460

ertising@steamtunnels.net

i Development
»29th Street

1
1

STAFF

Francisco, CA 94110

(415) 401-1560
(415) 206-1409
ail: You can send email to any Steamtunnels staff

nber by typing the person's first initial and last
>e, followed by @steamtunnels.net.

• Make $70 a week building
school-specific sites for
Steamtunnels.net, working 5-7
hours a week.

Sales Associates will:
• Make up to $150 a week selling
online advertising to local busi
nesses, working 10-12 hours a
week.
No web design or prior sales
experience is necessary.

On the Cover
Clockwise from top right: Karenna Gore Schiff
nominates her father Al Gore at the Democratic
Convention, (© Reuters NewMedia Inc./CORBIS);
George R Bush at New York's Puerto Rican Day
Parade, June 2000, (© AP Photo/Tina Fineberg);
Reform Party candidate Pat Buchanan (© AP
Photo); Green Party candidate Ralph Nader, (© AP
Photo); Texas Governor George W. Bush, (© AP
Photo/files); Vice President Al Gore, (© AP
Photo/files).

Cast Your Vote
Which candidate is your
presidential choice?

Go to steamtunnels.net andlet us know

Coming next week
Steamtunnels Music issue
Personality Profile:
MTV's Carson Daly
Web site reviews:
Techno sites, lots more
Plus: Online radio stations, Promote
your band on the Net, Napster update,
Learn to Play Guitar online, Most popu
lar music sites, music reviews, lots more

steamtunnels.net 3

Choose Wisely

Steamtunnels charts the hot campaign issues and where each candidate stands.

* ^

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Opposes racial preferences. Supports a
Texas law that requires universities to

Criticized efforts to roll back affirmative
action.

Is in favor of affirmative action in higher
education and the work place.

admit the top 10% of every high school

Opposes affirmative action. Fee'
there should be "no set asides
busing, no mandatory hiring, n c

graduating class.

action."

•

m

ENVIRONMENT

&~:-J f

-' *

Opposes federally funded environmen
tal mandates. Supports funding for
recycling programs, federal incentives
for voluntary pollution clean-ups, and
increased oil exploration.

Longtime environmental advocate, push
es for international greenhouse emis
sions treaty. Wants to spend $2 billion

Favors federal investments in public trans
portation, alternative energy and the
national park system. Is against logging

over 10 years to set aside park land, and
wants to invest in mass transit and light
rail to reduce pollution and congestion
on highways.

on public lands, favors strict emissions
standards and mandatory labeling of
genetically engineered foods.

Wants a $483 billion tax cut. Would
gradually reduce income tax levels and
repeal estate taxes.

Favors raising the standard deduction for

Would abolish the Bureau of
Management; calls for return of
lion acres of land to the states. L
international environmental acco
prefers private land preservation
eral regulation.

TAXES
married couples, credits for disabled and

Favors progressive taxation: the more you
earn, the more you would pay.

elderly, tax-free retirement accounts
matched by the government. Supports

Favors a 16% flat income tax o
over $35,000 and tax cuts for
tax and small businesses. Cuts
paid for by higher tariffs.

deductions on secondary education,
credits for small businesses and after
school program expenses. Would give tax
breaks for school construction and other
community-building activities.

EDUCATION
Supports more state and local control
over education. Also supports stan
dardized testing, the school voucher
program and the development of more
charter schools.

Advocates increased funding for teacher
training and development, wants to hire
2.2 million new teachers, opposes vouch

Wants to raise teacher salaries and insti
tute curricula that stress civic education.

ers, favors tax-free savings programs, and
would like to provide bonuses to people
who change professions to become
teachers.

Would eliminate the Dept of E<
and return its functions to the
local level. Supports tax-free sz
accounts for parents, favors a <
tional amendment to allow sch
rejects bilingualism and "multic
ricula that "denigrates our hist<
Opposes national testing and r
teacher standards.

ABORTION
Opposes abortion except in cases of
rape, incest and danger to the mother.
Has also supported parental notifica
tion laws for minors seeking abortions.

Supports abortion rights. Believes it
should be "safe, legal and rare."

Does not support governmental regula
tion of abortions.

Opposes abortion. Favors passii
Life Amendment to the Constiti
bill conferring Constitutional ri^
sonhood on unborn children. VV
funding to the "abortion industi
Planned Parenthood and fetal ti
researchers. Would appoint only
justices to the Supreme Court.

CRIME
Supports death penalty, instant back
ground checks for purchases at gun
shows and raising the legal age for gun
purchases to 21. Is against mandatory
child safety locks on guns and universal
registration for guns.

Advocates more police and prosecutors,
more federal anti-crime programs.
Supports license, background checks and
safety tests to purchase handguns, as well
as federally mandated trigger locks.
Supports adding the Victims Rights

Is opposed to the death penalty, favors
the legalization of industrial hemp,
mandatory safety locks for guns, univer
sal registration and licensing and the
banning of certain types of guns.

Strong supporter of gun-owners' r
also favors death penalty. Promise;
"crack down" on U.S.-Mexico
traffic.

Amendment to the Constitution.

SOCIAL SECURITY
Supports partial privatization of system,

Will never privatize or divert funds away

including the creation of personal

from Social Security. Does not favor rais

retirement accounts.

ing the age limit for people to collect
Social Security.
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Does not believe social security system
needs to be changed.

Favors allowing the elderly to
own health care decisions by i
their own personal insurance z

Sources: yvote.com, politics.com, boston.com/campaign2000. See page 3 for

r
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Steamtunnels is
Student Sales Associates
Sales associates will work 10-15 hours a
week selling online advertising to local
businesses. Sales associates are paid on
commission, and will receive training and
support—no prior sales experience
necessary. Estimated weekly earnings of up
to $150. This is an excellent opportunity
for business/marketing majors!

Campus Representatives will be paid a $70
weekly retainer in return for 5-7 hours a
week posting up-to-date campus events,
local links, restaurant guides, and
photographs on their college's local
Steamtunnels web site.

Related Links
Survey Results Show What Really Matters to College Students.
By Mary Elizabeth Carey
lith Election 2000 around the corner, stu'dents—and all voters—are faced with
making a choice for who is best suited to run
the country. One thing is certain: students
know what issues matter to them, even though
many will be voting for the first time. It's the
issues that will make or break this election.
According to an August poll of people
aged 18-24, conducted by MTV and the
Kaiser Family Foundation, the economy and
jobs ranked at the top of the list of factors
that will influence students' vote for president.
Here's a summary of the rest of the findings:

©

Education

86 percent of the respon
dents saw education as being
"very important" in determinuig their vote for president, and
20 percent ranked it as their single biggest
concern. Half the students polled also said
that affirmative action programs are still
needed to counteract the discrimination
against minorities.

Jobs
79 percent of those
^
polled are concerned about
job availability and the econo
my. Sounds strange, since we're
in the largest economic boom in history, but
you've heard the talk—what will happen if
our web-centric economy hits the skids?

Crime and Violence
School shootings like at
Columbine High School or the
more recent murder-suicide at
the University of Arkansas have
made violence at schools an issue. 74 percent
of the respondents want to know how candi
dates are going to make schools safer.

Health Care
This issue has been at the
forefront of every recent elec
tion. Rising health care costs
and availability, plus the increase
in prescription drug costs, effect
everyone. 68 percent of the respondents
believe health care is a very important issue.

Other Issues
The environment, taxes, civil rights, priva
cy, abortion and national defense are also
issues on students' minds. Figuring out where
you stand, and finding the candidate who
closely matches your views, will help you
make your decision.
Of everyone polled, 25 percent consider
themselves Republicans, 28 percent consider
themselves Democrats, and 41 percent are
Independent. Check out our chart on page 4
to see how the main candidates stack up on
these and other issues. •
For more information about these issues and
how to get involved, go to steamtunnels.net

To learn more about t
issues, visit these site:
eVote is a great place
political fact-finding. <
well-written articles wi
and the latest polls.
Democrats with Attitu
entertaining site, loade
tional links sorted by
Recommended by PBS
other media outlets, P
site you should visit re
party affiliation. Check
of also-ran candidates.
The American Civil Libei
official site offers online
and an easy-to-use for
the "students rights" se
Home of "the vast righ
cy," TheRightWing.com
the First Lady's infamou

^

Conservative site with a
examples of "political co:
mitted on campuses nat
your school make the To
Official Libertarian site v
information and email lin k
Libertarians nationwide.

and search using keyword "Issues."

T h e r e t u r n o f t h e S t e a m t u n n e l s 2 4 - h o u r ..
live deejay broadcast. A seamless mix

I I

of funky house, crunchy techno and
jazzy trip-hop. Join us on a rhythmic trip...
A faster-than-56k net connection is required (such as DSL, cable, or T l )
Tuning-in is as easy as a single mouseclick!

h t t p : / / s t e a m t u n n e l s . n e t / r a d i
I
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in the Fringe

Tired of the Democrats and Republicans?
Educate yourself about other political ontions.

Kathleen Beman
Uou hear a lot of rhetoric, particularly
IIfrom the Independent Party, about how
kmerica needs a third party for variety and
|o re-focus on our nation's core values. I'm
i big supporter of that "more variety, less

I

iredictability" thing. But who is really able
o articulate what our nation's "core valles" should or shouldn't be in the year

1000?
"Fringe" candidates challenge the sta-

us quo, think outside the box, and run to
ee if maybe, just maybe, the majority of
imericans are ready for their ideology,
his year's alternative candidates push the

Peace and Freedom Party
If you're a crunchy Californian, you
might chose to vote for a candidate from
the Peace and Freedom (peaceand
freedom.org) Party, California's answer to
socialism.
Reform Party
The Reform Party (reformparty.org)
spun off from the Republican Party in
1992 under the direction of Ross Perot.

your party.

• inge candidates think outside the box
• id run to see if the majority of
Ml nericans are ready for their ideology.

I ^nvelope further than traditional parties,
lere's a rundown of the other candidates
'ou could be looking at.
ndependent Party
The Independents are running littleInown Howard Phillips (aipca.org/
(Candidates/candidates.html), a hardcore
^dherent to the Constitution whose main
iriorities as President would include
eturning certain lands to corporations
nd the U.S. government, and "a signifiant reduction in Federal intervention in
he economy."
jreen Party
Ralph Nader (votenader.com) is
Irguably the most famous Green candidate
greenparty.org). An aggressive propot of more variety in the American politfcal system and staunch defender of Green
lalues such as grassroots political discuslion, Nader's campaign platform focuses
In "looming problems" caused by "conlentrated corporate power." These include
Icological decline, urban poverty and the
pcreased power of commercialism.

The Libertarian Party, one of the more
inge of the fringe, was founded in late
971. Harry Browne (harrybrowne
•000.org) is running because "No one
>ut a Libertarian will reduce your taxes

&

The party is running Pat Buchanan (gopatgo.com) in 2000. If the Republicans
aren't conservative enough for you, this is
For cause-focused activists,
watchdog group Common Cause
(commoncause.org) includes
financial information on their site.
Human Rights Watch (hrw.org)

looks out for candidates with good
voting records on human rights. The
National Organization for Women
(now.org) touts itself as a nonpartisan
organization devoted to analysis of voting
related to women.
If you're interested in articles and analy
sis about the election in general, voter.com

Not your father's candidates (clockwise from top
left): Nader (fight corporate power); Buchanan
(can't get farther right); Howard Phillips
("significant reduction in Federal intervention in the
economy"); and Harry Browne ("end the nightmare
of drug Prohibition").

and Election Search 2000 (electionsearch2000.org) are easy to search. Portal
news tracker services like Yahoo! and Excite
offer more mainstream campaign news. •
To learn more about third-party candi
dates, go to steamtunnels.net and search
using keyword "Third."

Beyond the fringe...
Alan Caruba (New Jersey)
Caruba (pictured at right), head of the "Boring Institute," is run
ning a humorous campaign for President. He promises that his
campaign will be "far less boring than" the other campaigns.
Caruba said he is prepared to "campaign vigorously so long as it
doesn't involve leaving home too much." He wants to be
President for the perks and the "chance to drive the members of
Congress nuts."
boringinstitute.com/recentevents/campaign2000.htm

Bruce Muckian (Washington)
Muckian's campaign is entirely facetious and—he concedes—his
chances of winning are "somewhere between astronomical and
totally outrageous!" He's really running for the fun of it and, he
claims, to raise money for a family trip to Ireland on the Concorde. With his cousin Mike
as a running mate, he has several clever campaign slogans including: "At least they're not
the Clintons," "You've Done Worse" and "Vote for Muck —The Others Suck!"
members.aol.com/bmuckian/

Jack Grimes (Delaware)
Grimes bills himself as the "Leader and Director of the United Fascist Union." His defini

Iramatically, allow you to live your life as a

tion of "Fascist"? To restore a New World Order based upon the governmental style of

ree American, and restrict the federal gov
ernment." He also, though, wants to "end

Imperial Rome. And it gets weirder: his platform addresses "the dilemmas now facing

he nightmare of drug Prohibition," which
>eems like an, urn, interesting angle.

dicts that "the United States will be reduced to a small triangular-shaped land mass
through the loss of its coastal states." geocities.com/Area51/Chamber/7344

America: Democracy, Christianity, UFOs, government cover-ups and others." Crimes pre

'd Phillips © AP Photo/Anita Baca; Alan Caruba © AP Photo/Jill C. Becker; Pat Buchanan © AP Photo.
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Watch
Steamtunnels Profiles the Heisman Trophy Contenders.
University of Nebraska

E

ric Crouch is a total yardage machine.
Nebraska's 6'1" junior quarterback man
ages to run, throw and catch his way past
opponents. In fact in one quarter last year
against Cal, Crouch ran for a touchdown,
threw a touchdown pass and caught a
touchdown pass as well.

Crouch is a natural option quarter
back. First off, the speed: he's a sprinter
on the track team and former state high
school champ at 100 meters. Second, the
vertical leap: 35 inches. In other words, he
either runs around or jumps over you.
He's developing as a passer, and almost
never turns it over (only 4 interceptions in
1999). A mid-season loss to Texas took
Nebraska out of the title hunt last year,
but the Cornhuskers finished with a flour
ish, capping a 12-1 season with a Fiesta
Bowl win over Tennessee. Crouch was the
MVP of the game, rushing for 64 yards
and passing for 148.
The Heisman voting may pivot on
which teams are ahead in the polls. In
October Nebraska was first in the Coaches

Poll and second in the AR Look
r
in Nebraska's next big game, Nov . 1
against Kansas State.

Stats
DOB: Nov. 16, 1978

Hometown: Omaha, Neb.
Height: 6'1"
Weight: 205
Class: Junior
Position: Option QB
Web site: ecrouch.com
1999 Total Yardage: 1026 yards r
1269 passing

1999 Scoring: 16 rushing TDs, 7
1999 Awards: Co-Big 12 offensi . e
of the year (with Major Applewhite
Texas)
—ABaldwin

Cast your Heisman Vote at
steamtunnels.net
Michael Vick, Virginia Tech (profiled la si ... -

•

Eric Crouch, Nebraska
Drew Brees. Purdue (profile next week)
LaDainian Tomlinson, Texas Christian (prof le

Fast Facts abaut Issues in the 2000 campaign
EDUCATION
The Pentagon's budget for 2004 is $308.5
billion. Only $34.7 billion will be spent on
education.
Source: Business Leaders For Sensible Priorities
VIOLENCE
75% of people committing hate crimes are under
the age of 30. One in three are under 18.
Source: Federal Bureau of Investigation
Children in the United States are nine times
more likely to be killed by gunfire than in all of
the next 25 top industrial nations.
Source: Associated Press

85% of the forests that existed in the U. S. 200
years ago are gone forever.
Source: Environmental Almanac

According to the United States Census i
the poverty rate has hit its lowest level

CIVIL RIGHTS

years—11.8%. The percentage of chile

Lesbian, gay and bisexual youth are four times

in poverty has fallen to 16.9%, also the
figure in 21 years.

more likely to commit suicide than their "straight"
peers. Source: National Cay and Lesbian Task Force

The median household income is higher 85%> of teachers oppose integrating lesbian, gay
and bisexual themes in the curricula.
Source: Massachusetts Governor's Commission On
Cay and Lesbian Youth

has ever been at $40,816. Both Repubi
Democrats are taking credit for the "goo
House Republicans believe that their role
passing welfare reform has had a signifies
impact.

40% of minority children attend urban schools,

HEALTH

where more than half of the students are poor

Almost 24% of African Americans live in

Only 1/2 of teenagers use condoms, while 2/3

and fail to reach even "basic" achievement levels.
Source: The Washington Post

and almost 23% of Hispanics (any nation

of STDs occur in people 25 years old and
younger. Source: Center for Disease Control
ENVIRONMENT

Hate crimes committed against gays, lesbians
and bisexuals increased almost 60%> between

10 million children under the age of 12 live with

1991 and 1997. Source: Fluman Rights Campaign

in 4 miles of a toxic waste dump site.
Source: Environmental Protection Agency
80% of all cancers are caused by environmental
influences. Source: The Sierra Club

MONEY
Poverty in the U. S„ according to the census, is
defined as having an income of less than
$17,029 for a family of four and $13,290 for a
family of three.

do as well. Less than 11 %, of Asians and Pa

Islanders live in poverty, while less than 8%
non-Hispanic whites do.
In addition, the gap between the rich a
the poor continues to grow. Just over 49%
the money is being earned by 20% of the
lation. Source: Associated Press
Source: Rock The Vote (rockthevo

rifQ
FIRST
TIME
BUYER'S
GUIDE
'
ps for dealing with the bewildering array of new screens and services. by Emiie Andre
se the screen. Interact with the broadcast. Split the screen. Swap out between the Internet and television
. Send and receive email (and video mail!. Or run your electronic home management system.
ie changes in the television industry are
:he most confusing of all consumerIronies. The advent of Digital
:vision—DTV—brings about a bewiling array of choices and possibilities.
|DTV is actually 18 different formats,
:h have been approved by the Advanced
;vision Systems Committee. All the fors are a huge improvement over analog
'ision, which will be completely phased
by 2006. The most well-known DTV
iat, and the only one available at all

Watchmans, a variety of which are available
for just over $100.
Here's a list of some cool add-ons that
you can put on this year's wish list.
Internet Access on TV
WebTV (webtv.com) is an inexpensive
set-top box that lets you access the Net
and send email from your television. It's a
simple device and cheap—under $200—
but slow. Despite its critics, sales of WebTV
have soared in the last few years.

|t now, is HDTV, the high-resolution forthat allows larger, clearer pictures.
)TV sends a digital signal, making dozens
iol services available: Pause the screen,
ict with the broadcast. Split the screen.
|p between the Internet and television
'S. Send and receive email (and video
i. Run your electronic home management
;m (the kind where your refrigerator
"your milk has passed date code"),
hese features are being introduced
'ly, so don't expect this to show up
orrow. But lots of great gear and servicre available already.
:ventually, "televisions" will consist of a
:roller (or set-top) box, and a projection
:n. Set-top boxes (like the boxes used
special cable programming) run $2000, and offer a variety of services. It's a
ip way to add functions to your TV.
f you really want a new tube now,
ve got a gazillion choices. Current
ens range from the amazing plasma gas
lels, Direct View (similar to current
ode ray tubes) or rear projection TVs
massive home theatre setups),
ujitsu, Philips and Pioneer make
sale plasma TVs—in the $500000 range (for pure video fantasy,
k out Pioneer's 50-inch plasma TV, the
-V502MX, retailing for $19,995).
ct View TVs are popular, with many
ufacturers offering
lels in the $200
;e. Rear projection
lels range from
|00-$5000.

check out
the $99 Dobbs-Stanford Grand Teleview.
Instead of splurging on a massive monitor
that you can't afford or that won't fit on
your desk, this scan converter lets you
plug your computer into your TV. Add a
wireless keyboard or a joystick, and you're
set for lazy-day heaven.
NUON on DVD Players
Digital VCR
Then there's the wonder called TiVo
(tivo.com)—essentially a VCR without
tapes. The digital device (around $300)
and the subscription fee ($10 a month)
allows you to record anything, pause and
rewind—even during recording—and
download movies without making an
annoying Blockbuster run. Another similar
service Personal TV (iwantptv.com) starts
at around $500, but includes hardware and
subscription fee together.
TV Access on Your Computer
There are several video cards available
that will turn your PC into a television. One
favorite is the ATi TV Wonder. For $78, It
pops right into a PCI slot. There's an
antenna hookup on the card itself, and
presto—you're ready to watch TV on your
computer screen. Cool add-ons: ATi TV
Wonder supports close captioning, and can
notify you about prerecorded keywords.
And you can zoom in, or just use the video

Play Games

'enience sake there's
iys the portable Sony

For millions, the most-used set-top box
Philips' flat screen

And if
you're still
gaming on
a small PC
screen,

footage as your computer screen wallpaper.

And for

Nintendo N64 (nintendo.com) or the
Sega Dreamcast (dreamcast.com). The
Sony PlayStation 2 (available this fall;
price TBA), threatens to redefine the cate
gory, with its built-in DVD support, Dolby
Digital surround sound, ports for connect
ing to camcorders and modems, and other
goodies.

is a gaming console system: the Sony
PlayStation (playstation.com), the

DVD manufacturers are incorporating a
technology called NUON into DVD players.
A NUON-equipped deck (nuon-tech.com)
can play games, use features normally
accessible only on a PC and display psyche
delic images when playing music. Samsung
started shipping the first DVD player to fea
ture NUON technology this summer, the
Extiva DVD-N2000 (around $400).
Three Boxes in One
Want Internet access, mondo cable sta
tions and a VCR in one box? EchoStar has
rolled everything into one unit called the
DiSH Player (dishnetwork.com). This
$299 box receives satellite TV, so you can
get every sporting event and movie channel
under the sun and record them directly
onto a built-in 17GB hard drive. If you get
bored, you can always surf the Web,
because the DiSH Player has a built-in
modem and connects to the WebTV serv
ice, too. Monthly fees: $20 for 40 chan
nels, plus $25 for WebTV service. •
For the complete chart and price compari
son information for televisions, and more
info about TiVo, go to steamtunnels.net
and search for keyword "TV."

plasma TV
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visit steamiiinnels.net for links to ail these sites ai

ED
Hyperhistory
hygerhistory.com

Do Your Research

Sites you need to visit before you go to the polls.
By Dan Johnson

H

ey, remember when George W. Bush and
John
McCain were close to stripping to
J'
the waist and attempting to give
each other a Stone Cold Stunner?
Yeah, that was at about the same
time that AI Core spent a solid
three weeks ripping Bill Bradley
on national television. Newsflash:
that was just a few months ago.
We caught you napping, didn't
we? You forgot that it was an
~~~ ~
election year because the action
§•
=?
since has been so incredibly borIB
ing. That's okay. We understand.
——
You really should know something before you
go to the polls,
though. Don't even get

up from where you
are—everything you
need to know is online.
First off, check out
what the candidates
themselves have to say.
Head over to
aigore.com (don't do
what I did and go to
gore2000.com—all
you can get there is a
chance to buy a plush
doll of Demi the
Democratic Donkey). Pretty standard stuff
from the Veep here; meet his family, meet his
wife, see his policies, etc. Much like AI himself,
the site is staid and unconvincing. Articulately
bland policy wonk statements are the domi
nant mode of communication. There's not
much in the way of interesting stuff here, aside
from the daily snipe at
George W. Bush about
—..
some minutiae or other.
•; '
Bush's site isn't
1 JZL.
any great shakes,
either. If you cruise to
3=
sr
iorgewbush.com, ^
the first thing you'll
•#.**
•pi
notice is the similarity
to the Core site. It's as
if they use the same design firm, and the
same people write the releases from both
camps. His policies are listed in the most
•HHH———•—-

I
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inoffensive and uncommunicative way possi
ble. A good bit of Bush's web site is devoted
to meaningless jabs at Core and
defenses against Democratic attacks.
Some humor is available in the youth
;-w
zone, where you can read such treajjgf- tises as "Running for President is a
lot like playing baseball."
So where to go to really figure
things out? A good place to start is
politics.com. If you want inside information, it's all here. The positions of
several major presidential candidates are
distilled down to plain English. Find out
who's donating to the big boys, and have a
searing debate in their forums afterwards. When
you're done with them, go to salon.com and
look at the political story archive. Salon is very
good at investigative reporting (they broke

Some might argue that it's impossible
and present everything that e v e r h a c s
the course of human history in one pi;
folks at hyperhistory would probably a
that hasn't kept them from attempting
a shot. Their synchronoptic (they'll d«
you) chart follows the developments i:
major cultures of the world, making c:
you might not have thought of before
bite-sized, digestible nuggets. CDavenf
Usability: B+ Content: A-

the news of Henry Hyde's
extramarital affair when he
was going after Clinton),
and report both the good
and the bad from an out
siders' perspective.
If you're really in the
mood for some dirt, click
to the Skeleton Closet at
realchange.org. These
guys dislike everybody.
The site is a monument
to American political cor
ruption, detailing
shady deals, money
switches and other
things embarrassing
to every major pres
idential candidate
and a few other
prominent political
figures. They're
well-rounded, with
links to information
on historical scan
dals (anyone
remember Teapot Dome?), 1996 candidates,
and their ideas on reform.
After that, you need a break and a laugh.
Check out ficus200Q.com. If an actor can
become President, why not a potted plant? 1

Guide To Grammar and Writing
ccc.commnet.edu/grammar

It's 1:17am and you're proofing that
in few hours. But you can't remember
an apostrophe—is it it's or its? Find o
with this online grammar and writing
From comma usage to tense sequence
easiest way to get answers to your wr
dilemmas. EFeick
Usability: B Content: A

nana
Webcrawler
webcrawler.com
Webcrawler is an easy-to-use search e
all the traditional search engine amer
including yellow pages, maps and auc
here, as with most search engines, yoi
sonalize the page and customize it w:
own personal preferences. One of the
features of this site is the fact that it
banner advertisements. The ads are si

%%

* * » • ;

ou have to click on them to see them. This

(Bobby Knight's attorney). This is the place to

News & World Report College Rankings, stick

nly cuts down on aggravation and on loadne. jWorkman
lity: A- Content: A

turn for some interesting sports conversation to

around and read the other offerings in their ever-

give you a break when you're pulling an all-

expanding college section, including longer, in-

nighter. MSpilberg

depth analysis of the college rankings process, as

Usability: A- Content: A-

ir's Pick

Burton
Durton.com

fcellent PC help site provided by Ziff-Davis,
her of Yahoo Internet Life, PC Magazine and
tech titles. Here they have collected help
>r Windows users and for Macs, help files
the Internet, and about other popular
jations and games. One great feature is the

I

/ PC section" with tips on the correct

amies for computer use, how to avoid
>, and other information for safer PC use.
rond

ity: A Content: A

silence

) of this site is "The place to hack your
llfthat doesn't scare you away, you'll find a
1of software and hacks you can do yourself
lance your Mac's performance, add cool
f s or cus> the

ResExcellence

higher education. (The magazine offers monthly
national and international news and feature sto

Winter's here—you need riding gear. For any of

ries, too.) CDavenport

you riders out there, amateur or profi, check out

Usability: A- Content: A-

Burton's online site for gear and travel updates,
as well as specific information from tuning your

Fileamerica

board to buying the best gear at the most

Fileamerica.com

decent price. Whether you want to buy clothes

Fileamerica is one of the most useful web sites

online or find out their next team demo appear

on the planet. Co here to do things that would

ance, burton.com makes everything easy. If you

otherwise require standing in line at a govern

don't know where the nearest store is, check out

ment agency. Depending on where you live, you

their locator. If you're just plain bored, take the

can apply for a hunting license, register a car,

factory tour. If you're really bored, tell Burton

pay a parking ticket, apply for a passport and a

"why the riding never stops." They'll post your

host of other options. If you can't apply online,

answer, I promise. YTabi

you can download and print a hard copy. It's

Usability: A+ Content: A-

quick, easy, well thought out and can save you a

Wahine

ellence.com

well as insider looks at undergraduate and gradu
ate admissions, financial aid and the future of

Wahinemagazine.com

ton of time. DJohnson
Usability: B Content: A

For any power girls interested in surfing, skating

Mr. Cranky

and snowboarding, check out this site for great

Mrcranky.com

articles and pics of innovative women in sports.

If Oscar the Crouch had been a film critic, his

Find out what you need for a surfing trip, or

web site would look like mrcranky.com, where

what's new in female sports companies. The site

movies aren't rated for how good they are, but

is super accessible with an up-to-date event list

for how much they don't suck—the best rating

ing for surfing, paddling, body boarding, and

here is "almost tolerable." Needless to say, Mr.

more. Wahine reviews and interviews bands like

Cranky has a little trouble seeing the glass as half

the Muffs and solo musicians like Aimee Mann

full. But he faithfully keeps up with trashing all

and Juliana Hatfield. There's also a merchandise

the latest releases, and he even has the humility

section, with gear that ranges from hats to

to invite you to prove him wrong with your own

sweatshirts. YTabi

review. MAguilar

Usability: A- Content: A-

Usability: B+ Content: A-
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• Byline USA
Nine.com
!-year-old site is a live sports talk show
|"0adcasts Monday-Sunday from 10pm to

UtiXi

US News
usnews.com

T. During daylight hours you can keep

Of course, you don't care about silly computer-

nversation flowing in the section called

generated number-crunching ratings. Obviously,

ounterpoint. Scheduled interviews are

the value of an education is defined by so much

designed, and range from Mike Holmgren
Seahawks head coach) to Cojko Kasich

more. But after you've given in and checked
where your school falls on the now infamous U.S.

steamtunnels.net 11

Go to www.steamtunnels.
Built for your school.
Events calendar, restaurant

guide,

campus photos, textbook shopping
online radio & much more...
Steamtunin?l<;

